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Student mugged near campus
Graphic designer
no longer feels safe
downtown
by Chelsea Bussoli
graphic design student
says he no longer feels as
safe as he used to at the
Princess Street campus after
being violently mugged in
broad daylight downtown last
month.
Aron Doe11, 21, was waiting
for a bus in the transit shelter
on the corner of Main Street
and William Avenue on Feb.
16, when he was approached
by a man, described by Doell
as stocky and Native in appearance, who entered the bus
shack at 6:18 p.m.
"I remember the precise time
it happened," says Doell. "I
looked at my watch right
beforehand because I was waiting for my bus, which was
coming at 6:21 p.m."
According to Doe11, he and
another smaller man were the
only two people in the bus
shack when the mugger
entered.
"He came in from outside
the bus shack and was eyeballing me and the other little
guy who was wearing a nice
leather jacket," says Doell.
"The little guy left really
abruptly. He must have felt a
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Aviation
student's
appeal
dismissed
by Marc Zienkiewicz

bad vibe going on."
Alone with Doell in the bus
shack, the mugger turned his
attention towards Doell and
attempted to act casually at
first. Doell says the man
looked to be in his mid-20s or
early 30s, and appeared to be
under the influence of drugs.
"He was on something,"
says Doell. "He was on crack
for sure."
Doell says the man began
pacing back and forth in front
of him and then abruptly
pulled out a knife that was
four to five inches in length.
The mugger held the knife
blade three to four inches
away from Doell's neck as he
threatened him and demanded his jacket.
"He called me every swear
word in the dictionary. He
said, 'I'll stick you. I'll kill
photo by Chelsea Bussoli
you," says Doell, adding that RRC student Doell with the $300 watch the mugger overlooked.
the mugger made jabbing
must have not seen it," says
his victim not to follow him.
motions with the knife to
Doell, who avoided being
"He took off like a bat out of
punctuate his obscenities.
stabbed during the mugging by hell down William," says
The mugger robbed Doell of
avoiding eye contact with his
Doell. "My mind was comhis hat, wallet, and $20 dollar
mugger and repeatedly telling
pletely blank."
jacket, but ironically overhim that he wasn't getting a
Once the mugger began raclooked the expensive watch
description of him.
ing down William Avenue,
Doell was wearing.
After the mugger robbed
Doell began chasing him.
"I was wearing my $300 dolDoell of his possessions, he left
lar Guess watch, but the guy
Continued on page 7
the bus shack while warning

ed River College has
failed to follow its own
ppeal procedures after
dismissing an appeal filed by
a student in the aviation
management program,
according to the student's
mother.
"I've lost a lot of respect
for Red River College," says
Linda, who declined to give
her last name. "They're not
following their own mandate, and someone should
hold them accountable."
As reported in the Feb. 9
issue of the Projector, a student enrolled in the program
was given a failing grade
when he was told the
Transport Canada-issued
pilot's license he received
from Flying Colors pilot
training school was not valid
according to the standards of
the Winnipeg Flying Club
(WFC), which jointly operates the program with the
college.
"The whole appeal process
took two months, and it
should have been done within a period of two weeks,"
says Linda, whose son, Jason,
has since started flying les-
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Continued on page 2
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RRC student visits the Hill
(minus the big orange bus)
(deputy ministers), and others.
Some spoke about how DFAIT
makes policy and what the
arliament Hill looks difpolicies look like delivered on
ferent in 2004 than it did
the ground, and what they
in 1983. Or perhaps I'm
actually mean when they get
just seeing it from a different
put into practice.
perspective.
This, I thought, is why I'm
I grew up in the suburbs of
studying journalism: to tell
Ottawa, and every year there
the stories behind the policies.
was the inevitable school trip
To see what they look like put
to Hill. We would descend en
into action. This is where the
masse, 25 of us with two
real learning begins, right?
teachers on a bright orange
Well, yes and no.
school bus. We would have a
The gang of us, as journaltour around, watch the House
ists in training, asked some
of Commons in action and a
tough questions., And this
Member of Parliament would
I used to go to
time we understood exactly
speak to us. I didn't really
what we were asking, and
Parliament
Hill
to
understand what was
the answers.
going on, but knew it was
learn how things work, remembered
In general, the bureausomehow all terribly
after reading about it in the crats... well, they spoke
important. For the most
like bureaucrats. A few of
part we spent the time
paper and watching it on them could escape the
colouring in the O's
pattern, but many of
television. Now I'm back on them
and P's on any pieces of
fell into a language
paper we could find,
the
Hill,
learning
how
to
inaccessible to us. This
bored with the whole
a learning experience
report on that news for the inwas
process.
and of itself.
As we grew older, our
We met with journalists
next generation of
local MP would come
who work on the Hill. They
speak to us in class. But by
Canadians.
told us how to get beyond the
high school, the stakes had
rhetoric, and gave us a sense
changed. We were a bunch of
of what it's like to work there.
16-year-olds whose main goal
Two journalists from
Things
was to see if we could make
Zimbabwe came in and
had
changed
a
bit
since
I
was
the MP look bad. We were
reminded us how precious our
last on the Hill. We didn't
often egged on by a teacher
freedom of the press really is,
drive
up
in
a
bright
orange
who was happy to supply us
and how important the role of
school
bus.
We
graduated
with questions we hadn't
a free press is in maintaining
from
that
a
while
ago.
And
thought of, fodder for our
the bus couldn't drop us off at democracy. That was a useful
cannons.
bit of perspective.
door anymore. The postI don't remember any of the the
And perhaps that's what I
Sept.
11
security
measures
put
answers, but that wasn't the
came away with from the
an
end
to
that.
The
security
point. The point was to see if
week: a sense of perspective. I
and metal detectors we had to
we could make them sweat.
have a photo of my sister and
go through were new as well.
We thought we did, but I'm
me, circa 1980. There is a man
As part of our day on the
sure they were used to our
in a red toque in the picture,
Hill,
we
went
into
the
Charles
type, the wise-ass adolescent.
standing alongside us. That
Lynch
Press
Gallery.
My
eyes
I recently returned to
man was Pierre Trudeau. I
lit
up
when
I
saw
the
sign.
Parliament Hill, 20 years after
don't think the Prime Minister
The men and women I grew
those school trips.
of Canada will be out skating
up
reading
and
watching
on
After 10 years of studying
on the canal, posing with kids
television
reported
from
this
Canadian politics and three
any more. So much has
room;
the
Peter
Truemans,
the
years of working for the govchanged in 20 years.
Barbara
Frums,
the
people
ernment, I went back to
I used to go to Parliament
who
defined
the
news
for
school last fall, following my
Hill to learn how things work,
Canadians.
first love, writing. I'm training
after reading about it in the
We participated in a scrum,
to be a journalist.
paper and watching it on telewith
people
like
Eric
Sorensen,
I went as part of a program
vision. Then I spent 20 years
who
would
be
on
CBC
news
sponsored by the Department
reading more, studying and
that
night.
We
saw
Jack
of Foreign Affairs and
writing about politics in
Layton,
Dennis
Coderre,
Pierre
International Trade (DFAIT),
school and for the governPettigrew,
and
others
stand
in
called International Notebook.
ment. Now I'm back on the
the
spotlight
or
try
to
avoid
it.
Fifteen journalism students
Hill, learning how to report
Then
there
was
the
other
from across the country are
on that news for the next genpart
of
the
week,
where
we
selected each year to learn
eration of Canadians.
met
with
senior
bureaucrats
about DFAIT's mandate and
And skating on the canal is
from
the
department,
an
meet the policy makers. One
as wonderful as it has always
alphabet
soup
of
ADMs
(assisof my classmates and I were
been.
tant deputy ministers), DMs

by Nancy Renwick

among them.
Saturday, Jan. 31, I flew to
Ottawa to see Parliament Hill
once again. The raison d'etre
was the same as 20 years ago to find out more about
Canada as a nation, how it
works, and its place in the
world.
My new classmates ranged
from 19 years old to over 40,
and came from Vancouver,
Halifax, and everywhere in
between.

Aviation appeal (cont'd from p. 1)
sons at Winnipeg Aviation.
According to RRC's own
appeal policy, the entire threestage appeal process should
take no more than 18 days
from start to finish. But
according to Linda, it took
over 60 days before her son
received a letter from Dean of
Business and Applied Arts
Dave Williamson on Mar. 1.
The letter was to inform Jason
that his appeal had been dismissed.
What frustrates Linda the
most, she says, is that RRC
recommended Jason keep
going to classes while his
appeal was being considered.

"He quit going to classes
after two weeks because the
whole process had broken
down," she says. "Had he kept
going, he'd have gone for
nothing anyway."
Jason's mother says she is
especially angry that RRC
Chair of Hospitality David
Rew, to whom the appeal had
been originally sent, failed to
kick off the appeal process in
a reasonable amount of time.
She says the college even went
so far as to stop her son's student loan payments after he
stopped attending classes.
"They contacted the student
loan people and said Jason

had been terminated from
RRC. That was wrong for
them to do that, especially
when there's an ongoing
appeal," she says.
Rew declined to comment
on the situation.
Linda also says Students'
Association VP of student
affairs Jon Mertins, who represented Jason during the
appeal, was not helpful in
pushing RRC to reinstate
Jason back into the program.
Williamson and Mertins
were both on vacation and
could not be reached for comment.
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SA opens nominations for 2004 elections
But will anyone want to run for RRC Students' Association executive?
by Riff Schmidt
ed River College students
who have always
dreamed of entering the
political arena will soon have
their chance.
Nominations are now open
for positions on the RRC
Students' Association's executive committee, including
RRCSA president, vice-president of student services, and
vice-president of finance.
The other SA executive position, vice-president for Princess
Street, will be hired by the
newly-elected executive later
this year.
The people who fill these
positions will be responsible
for directing the policies of the
Students' Association including
how student fees are spent and
what services are available to
students.
"It's so rewarding, and so
worth it," says current SA VP
of finance Becky Turner of the
political experience at RRC.
"It's going to be sad to
leave," says Turner, who will
return as a student next year,

R

but doesn't plan to run for any
of the executive positions.
Turner says there's already
some interest in the jobs.
"From the rumour mill, from
what I've heard, there's two
individuals interested in the
position of president," Turner
says. At press time, Turner said
she did not know of any nominations that had been submitted, though.
Turner acknowledges that a
general sense of apathy
towards the political process is
a reality at RRC. Last year, only
six candidates ran for the three
available positions - three contenders ran for president, two
for VP of finance, and Mark
Pawlik, now the SA's president,
was the only candidate for VP
of student affairs.
"I think it's the nature of
this college," Turner says.
"We're very much a commuter
college - we don't have residence, we don't have a campus
bar."
Turner says these factors
contribute to a lack of a sense
of community at the college,
which discourages people from

becoming
involved in
student politics.
"I just
think that it's
the culture of
this institution," she
says. "It's not
necessarily
better or
worse."
However,
she has only
positive
things to say
about her
own political
experience,
file photo
and encour- VP of finance Turner acknowledges a sense of apathy toward student politics at
ages others
RRC, but is optimistic that this year's election will generate some interest.
to get
office at RRC.
office (room DM20) or the
involved.
"These are paid positions,
Princess Street campus office
"Enjoy every facet of the
and your tuition is paid as
(room P110).
experience that you possibly
well,"
she
says.
Nominations close on Friday,
can, because the time goes so
Any student interested in
Mar. 19. Elections for the new
fast," she says. "I'd do it again
running for an RRCSA position executive will be held on April
in a second."
can pick up a nomination form 14 and 15.
Besides the chance to conat the Notre Dame campus SA
tribute to SA policy decisions,
Turner says there's an added
incentive to run for political

RD

College cracks down on
food, drinks in classrooms

IKHARTERED ACCOUNTANT LTD

885.5280
We are here until
Apil 50th

Personal or Business Taxes
College says eating and drinking
We get the job done!
causing disturbance and mess; Students'
Notre name Campus
Asssociation wants to discuss policy
Mon.- Friday * 9a.m. - 3p.m.
by Jessica Krawec
ou may want to invest in
one of those Thermos
cups after all.
Students and staff at Red
River College are no longer
permitted to eat or drink in
classrooms, computer rooms,
or multipurpose rooms.
Ron Barnes, director of campus services at the Princess
Street campus, sent an e-mail
to staff in February regarding
the policy. He says the rule
isn't new; it just wasn't
enforced until recently. The
policy states no food or drinks
are allowed with the exception
of those in coffee mugs or
glass or plastic bottles with
caps.
"We are asking instructors
to ask students not to bring
in food or drinks to classrooms without proper containers," says Barnes. "This
policy wasn't enforced earlier
because we didn't have proper
eating facilities, but there is
proper. seating now for students and staff."
Barnes says that the main
reasons for not allowing students and staff to eat in classrooms are it is distracting and
it makes a mess. The floors in
the Princess Street campus
consist of carpet and concrete,
materials that stain easily.
"It's a maintenance issue and
a disturbance issue," says
Barnes. "It's distracting to peo-

y

Basic Student/Staff Return - $25.00
Princess Campus
Wednesday * 9a.m. - 3p.m.

ple. Some people are throwing
garbage in the recycling bins,
which destroys recyclable
materials, and it's staining our
floors. The cost of cleaning is
going up."
The Red River College
Students' Association agrees
with the college that eating in
classrooms can be disturbing
and harmful to the furniture
and equipment. But SA vicepresident for Princess Street
Sarah

think from talking with students they can agree with that
as well. But let's face it, students live really hectic lives.
Sometimes class schedules
don't allow for a lunch break."
Hodges says that she hasn't
received any complaints from
students or staff about being
approached because they were
eating in classrooms but says
there has been a backlash from
instructors supporting students.
She says the SA would like to
discuss the policy with the col•
"It's
lege to find alternative soludistracting to
tions for those students that
people. Some
don't get lunch breaks. Right
now, staff can get permispeople are throwing
sion to allow eating and
garbage in recycling bins, drinking in classrooms for
and it's staining our floors. specific occasions if they
talk to campus services.
The cost of cleaning is
Students may make similar
requests but they have to
going up."
go through the SA and not
directly to campus services.
"As long as they [students]
- Director of campus
are responsible in cleaning up
services Ron Barnes after themselves and not disrupting class then it shouldn't
be a problem," says Hodges.
Hodges
"The SA would like to work
says the colwith the college if this policy
lege needs to understand some is going to be enforced."
students don't have time for
Barnes says that revisions to
regular lunch breaks to eat in
the policy are in the works to
the cafeteria.
accommodate those students
"We agree there are areas
that don't get lunch breaks.
where food and drink aren't
For now students are dealing
permitted, especially in comwith the policy on their own.
puter areas," says Hodges. "I

$5.00 per hour for pool
• Mondays — FREE pool with a drink purchase
• Friday — 7:30 pm - 8-Ball Tournament
• Saturday — 4:30 pm - 8-Ball Tournament
$10.00 entry fee

BUDDIES
LLIAADS
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Hours Mon. - fri. 3 pm - 2 am
Sat. & Sun 11 am - 2 am
56 Keewatin St. • Ph: 694-4460

() Custom Gear For A Custom Lifestyle
Store Hours
Mon. to Friday
11:00am to 7:00pm
Saturday's
11:00am-6:00 pm
Sunday's Closed

with this ad
Excluding hemp clothing
Cannot be combined with any other offer

Expiry Date:
June 30/04

1-204-654-3933
496 Larsen Ave at Watt Street
Pipes, Tobacco Accessories, Hemp Accessories, Body Jewelry, Fireworks,
Magazines, Books and other Gift Wear.
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STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

SA Elections

Now accepting nominations for the following positions:
President
• Full-time paid position ($20,850/yr)
• Tuition paid
• Lead a dynamic team of students &
professional staff
• Represent RRC students inside &
outside the college environment
• Chair executive and SAB meetings

VP Student Affairs

VP Finance

• Part-time paid position ($13,135/yr)
• Tuition paid
• Guide students through the formal appeal process
• Responsible for the operation of the
Class Representative system
• Handle general student concerns

• Part-time paid position ($13,135/yr)
• Tuition paid
• Assist student clubs with fund raising
activities and manage their finances
• Chairs Finance Committee to draft
annual operating budget
• Manage the SA Housing Directory

The new executive will be accepting applications for the position of VP Princess Street in April. Watch for further details.

Nomination packages may be obtained in the SA office, DM 20
Nominations close March 19th. Campaigning Opens—March 29th, Campaigning Closes—April 13th
Advance Polls—Wednesday, April 7th, Voting Wednesday, April 14th & Thursday, April 15th.

f^ on

Uncreases

The RRC SA, as a part of the Canadian Alliance of Students Association is taking part in a monumental campaign to call for reforms on student financial aid and a dedicated transfer for post-secondary education. 19 different institutions across Canada are taking part in this initiative...

Notice of Class
Rep Meeting
The next Class Rep Meeting will be
March 16th, at 12:00 pm in the White
Lecture Theatre.

on Stu ent P t tton
Watch For Volunteers in the Hallways!
or
Visit DM20, Notre Dame Campus or P110, Princess Street Campus
Anyone can sign, your help is much appreciated

Graduating?
Looking for a Summer Job?
Check out a
FREE Workshop to Help with
your Job Search!
Workshop Topics will Include:
• Resume Writing
• Interview Skills
• Networking Skills
Please Bring a Copy of your Resume...

Tuesday March 16
9:00am-1 1:00am
Black Lecture Theatre
Notre Dame Campus

Wednesday March 17
1:00pm-3:00pm
Multi-Purpose Room
Princess Street Campus

Career Fair 2004
Thursday March 25th
in the North Gym
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Visit the Students Association in DM20
for more information.
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RRC team takes second place in Great Grain Relay
College runners help raise money for charity
by Marc Zienkiewicz
ed River College won second place in the 22nd
annual Great Grain Relay,
which took place this past Feb.
21 at the University of
Manitoba's Max Bell Centre.
"This year we had a men's
team versus a women's team,"
says Michael Whalen, wellness
co-ordinator for RRC's recreation services department.
"Everyone had a great time."
The relay, which is put on
each year by Winnipeg's grain
industry to raise money for
charity, takes the form of a
two-hour race that sees each
team member run four times
around the 200-metre track.
The team that accumulates the
most laps wins.
This year, according to
Whalen, the relay had 45 fivemember teams participating.
The RRC women's team
placed second in the corporate
female category, running a
total of 23.35 km. The men's
team ran 27.7 km, taking
fourth place in the corporate
male category.
"It was great, even though I
was sick," says Tracey Degner, a
clerk in RRC's distance education department. "I had stomach flu, so I'm really proud of
the fact I actually participated."
Degner, whose sister is a personal trainer, recently started

R

running on
a regular
basis, using
campus
facilities to
hone her
running
skills.
"Everyone
ran at their
own pace,"
she says. "A
lot of people are
bound to be
faster than
you are,
especially
with the
women versus the
men."
Whalen
says
although
the relay
was all in
good fun,
competition
does play a
part in it,
especially
with 45
photo courtesy RRCSA
people runThe
Red
River
College
Great
Grain
Relay
Team,
which
placed
second
in
the
Corporate
Female
Category.
ning at
once. "Some people are there
None of the RRC team mem- Suderman, an employee of
took some time to celebrate
to try and win the event," says bers knew each other beforeRRC's technical services depart- their athletic experience.
Whalen, who has been runhand, which participant
ment, who plans on taking
"We had a beer afterward,"
ning for a number of years.
Marilyn Suderman says made
part in the relay next year.
she says. "Then I went home
"We were just there for a recre- for an interesting experience.
Although Degner may have
and laid on the couch the rest
ational thing, but it can get
"I was nervous at first, but
been exhausted after the relay,
of the weekend."
pretty competitive."
we gelled quite quickly," says
she says that the participants

Pass Geography with Flying Colours
See the world for less with great deals from Travel CUTS!

Return from Winni s e
Amsterdam

London

Paris

Frankfurt

$569 $639 $669

$639

Taipei

Nairobi

Hong Kong

Bangkok

Sydney

Auckland

$1349 $1599
Lima

Costa Rica

$1248 $1248 $1229 $1599 $891 $721
Subject to availability. Taxes/surcharges are additional.

Get on the Bus,
See London on Us!

Fly for $150 to London
when you purchase selected tours

Get a FREE London Stopover Package when you
purchase any Busabout Flexipass of at least 12 days
or Unlimited Pass of at least 4 weeks.

Some fares apply to Student/Youth.

Win Your Rail Pass

Visit 11 countries in 31 days

Buy air. insurance, and rail pass between Mar.t5—Apr.15,
and you are entered for a chance to Win your rail pass free

from $3275

A winner will be drawn every day
between Mar. -is—Apr.15

Landing in Sydney?

Travel Safe

3 nights m ultisha re accommodation,
breakfast, city tour and a dinner!

Bon Voyager"
Travel insurance...there if you need it

from $145 *

from just Si/day

conti ki

Package includes;
nights at Stihristopilf.rs Inn Outtishale

• One evening meal (from set menu)
• One free pint at Belushi's
* Continental breakfast daily
• Free hot tub and sauna use
Mast be booked between March a April 56/04
Only available at Travel CUTS

BUS/i8OUT
I
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,t,t,s, 114.
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hlot
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Subject to terms & conditions. Travel CMS is owned

499 Portage Ave 783.5353

a operated by the Canadian Federation of Students.
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THE WORK ABROAD PROGRAMME
OFFERS WORKING HOLIDAYS IN
11 COUNTRIES AROUND THEWORLD.
COME INTO OUR OFFICETODAY
FOR MORE INFORMATION
AND THE 2004 SWAP BROCHURE
We are the largest Canadian owned

retail travel company, eh.

Book online at

www.travelcuts.com

TRAVEL
CUTS
See the world your way
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MARCH 18
Speak Out with Beverly Jacobs

Speaker's Series Women Working For Change
All speaking engagements will be held at the Notre Dame
Campus from 12 noon - 1 p.m. in the Aboriginal Resource
Centre located in F209. This location is tentative, so please
check with the Diversity Office before attending.

Mohawk lawyer and activist, and the National Coordinator for
Amnesty International's Stolen Sisters Project will speak about
systemic discrimination and racism surrounding the missing and
murdered Aboriginal women across Canada.
Notre Dame Campus, Aboriginal Resource Centre (F209)
12 noon -1 p.m. All are welcome!

MARCH 19

MARCH 18

Blue Eyed (Documentary)

Beverly Jacobs

See the documentary aboutJane Elliot's Blue Eyed/Brown Eyed
Excercise that teaches white people what racism and
discrimination feels like.

Mohawk lawyer, activist, and National Coordinator for Am
International's Stolen Sisters Project will speak about systemic
discrimination and racism surrounding the missiir 3 '1 21 murdered
Aboriginal women across Canada.
.

DATE: TBA

e Dame Campus, Tower Lounge • Show starts at 12 noon

MARCH 22
American History X (Movie)

Lisa Martens
This young Manitoban woman was ire lrag ano witnesses c e
recent war and its devastating consequ
h
working on the blockade at Grassy
rst N
will speak about her work with Christ n
cenlaker Teams and
how she is working to make
cc and promote charge.

MARCH 31

his is a deeply disturbing and brutally violent film about the
white skinhead movement in contemporary North American
rltu e. Not only does this film depict the most disturbing and
fiacirant aspects of racism, but it also shows how close hate
movements are to mainstream, middle-class, white communities.
Notre Dame Campus, Tower Lounge • Show starts at 12 noon

RCH 24

Phyllis Reader

Just Drummin'

This local Winnipeg woman and former Emergency Room nurse,
will speak about her experiences working around the world, in
some of the most devastating places as a nurse, and how she
started her own organization to help those
in developing countries in desperate
need of medical supplies.

A cultural fusion of Japanese Taiko drums, African rhytms, and
East Indian tabla
Princess Street Campus, Atrium Food Court • 12 noon -1 p.m.

MARCH 26
Rabbit Proof Fence (Movie)
What if your daughter was taken away? This movie tells the true
story of three aboriginal girls who are forcibly taken from their
families in 1931 to be trained as domestic servants as part of an
official Australian government policy. They refuse to accept this
fate and instead make a daring escape following the rabbit-proof
fence that bisects the Austrailian continent - a heroic 1200 mile
journey to return home.

Anti-Racism Events at RRC

MARCH 15
The Last Days (Documentary)
Steven Spielberg's Academy Award winning documentary about
the Holocaust. Notre Dame Campus, Tower Lounge

Notre Dame Campus, Tower Lounge • Show starts at 12 noon

Show starts at 12 noon.

MARCH 17

MARCH 15 — 19

St. Patrick's Day Celebration!

Racism in Canada Display

Notre Dame Campus, Tower Lounge
12 noon - i p.m.

Notre Dame Campus, Library Hallway

MARCH 22 — 26
Racism in Canada Display
Princess Street Campus Atrium
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On-campus labyrinth helps students find peace
No minotaur activity reported in multi-media spiritual installation
by Marc Zienkiewicz
stare intently at the big, red
candle, listening to waves of
electronic noise enter my
ears through headphones. The
candle begins changing, first
turning black, and finally to a
radiant green. The piece of
brown paper it sits on turns
blue.
"God's voice is breaking
through the airwaves," says an
English voice from far off in
the sonic distance.
It's not an acid trip I'm
describing, but rather a

I

labyrinth. Put on by Red River
College chaplain Mark
Humphries, the event took
place at the Princess Street
campus on Mar. 5-6.
"The original idea comes
from England," Humphries
says about the labyrinth. "I did
it last year in San Diego and I
really liked the experience."
Held in the Multi-Purpose
Room, the event featured nine
installations set out around the
room and individually numbered. Participants were provided with a portable CD player containing a 60-minute
audio guide through the

labyrinth, each track explaining the function of each of the
nine stages.
"I wasn't having a very good
time last year; I wasn't the
happiest person," says
Humphries, 37. "The labyrinth
was really significant for me. I
had this sense of peace, of connection with God's spirit."
And "peaceful" is the best
way to describe Humphries'
creation. When he's not providing spiritual services,
Humphries is an installation
artist, creating what he
describes as "spaces for people
to experience things in."

The installations of the
labyrinth included television
monitors broadcasting images
of sound waves and outer
space, meant to induce feelings
of relaxation and spiritual
awareness.
Since I enjoy meditation, I
found the red candle was the
most effective stage. As I sat on
one of the four sofa cushions
arranged around it, listening to
the soothing female voice emanating from the headphones, I
fixed my gaze on the flickering
candle flame. What came next
was my first official hallucination. Then again, maybe it was

more than that.
"It's a different way to experience God," says Humphries.
"It allows you to feel centred
and at peace."
Humphries says the
labyrinth may return to RRC in
the near future, so interested
students can participate if they
missed it the first time.
"I'm interested in spiritual
experiences involving installation. I'm really open to doing
this at the Notre Dame campus."

College student mugged downtown. (continued from p. 1)
"I don't know why I did it,"
says Doell. "It was just my first
instinct to run after him."
Doell says he chased the
mugger down William Avenue
toward the Public Safety
Building, hoping to catch the
attention of a police officer or
someone else who may have
been outside the building.
When he reached the building,
Doell ran inside.
"I blurted out, 'I was held up
with a knife by City Hall,"'
says Doell, who then described
his mugger to police officers
and filed a report.
The suspect has yet to be
caught.

Doe11 says his frightening
experience has had an impact
on his daily routine.
"To this day, I won't set foot
in the bus shack," says DoeII.
"I don't care if it's two in the
afternoon. I'm gonna cut
down on walking downtown. I
have eyes in the back of my
head now," says Doell, who
acknowledges Safewalk, campus security's offer to walk students short distances downtown, but says that he won't
use it.
"Most guys won't use
Safewalk," says Doe11. "It
would tarnish their egos."

Tips To Avoid Becoming The Victi] Of A Mugging. •
1. Don't walk like a victim. Keep your head up

and know where you're
going. Avoid looking like
you're lost.

2. Walk along main
streets with heavy traffic,
if possible, so that people can see you walking.
3. Avoid wearing expen-

sive-looking clothing
when walking in rough
areas.
4. Avoid wearing gangaffiliated clothing. (For
example, red bandanas
are symbolic of the
Indian Posse street
gang.)
S. Try to walk in num-

hers whenever possible.
6. Use the Princess Street

campus security's
Safewalk if you're leaving the school late at
night. A security officer
will accompany you on a
three-to-four-block walk.
Source: Princess Street
Campus Security
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CULTURAL INSIGHTS COLUMN
How much do you know about Racism in Canada?
Take the Racism in Canada Quiz and enter to win great prizes!
Multiple Choice Questions:

True or False Questions:

Legislation which in essence restricted all Chinese from entering the
country was repealed in:

As a save haven for Black slaves escaping slavery via the"underground railroad,"
Canada is a country which has never harboured any slave trade activity:

1975

True

1922

1947

1962

The Legislative Assembly in Qtiebec passed a law guaranteeing full rights
to people practicing the Jewish faith in:

1960

1936

1976

the 1850s

the 1920s

Newfoundland

656

56

None

For many years the sale of homes to Jews and"other persons of
objectionable nationality"was prohibited in certain parts of Ontario.

True

1867

1931

1947

Aboriginal Children were educated in residential schools
up until which decade?

the 1930s

the 1940s

the 1950s

False

The reserve system was set up to provide the Aboriginal people with
land and federal social services provision.

True

False

During the World War I, Ukrainian Canadians and other former subjects
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire were interned as enemy aliens.

True

the 1960s

False

Proud of our multicultural character,Canadian's immigrations policies have
always embraced and welcomed visible and ethnic minorities.

True
The right to vote in Canadian elections was extended to Chinese Canadians
and South Asian Canadians in:

1837

False

Ontario

On the basis of perceived threat to Canadian security Japanese Canadian were
deprived of their citizenship rights, property and freedom of movement during
the Second World War by the Canadian Government. How many Japanese
Canadian were charged with espionage during this period:

1013

True

the 1970s

The first modern human rights legislation forbidding racial and religious
discrimination in insurance coverage was passed in which province:

Quebec Manitoba

Canada has never had a race riot:

Slide it under the door if we are not there or you can also mail the entry to:
F214-2055 Notre Dame Ave, Winnipeg, MB, R3H

ENTRY DEADLINE IS MARCH 31st
Quiz courtesy of the Canadian Race Relations Foundation website

1832

Mary Ann Shadd became one of the first Black newspaper women in
North America in:

the 1990s

False

Completed entries may be submitted to the Diversity & Inclusive Initiatives
Office located in Building F, Room 214 at the Notre Dame Campus.

A Fair Trade gift basket from
MCC Ten Thousand Villages
A gift certificate to dine at the
East India Company Restaurant
or
FREE passes to the Globe Theatre
All complete quiz forms submitted will be entered
into a draw for prizes.

False

During the WWII,Canada closed its doors to Jewish refugees trying escape
the Nazi Holocaust.

True

Prizes include:

Check out the Racism In Canada Display
March 15-19 in the Library Hallway,
Notre Dame Campus and March 22-26 in the
Princess Street Campus Atrium.

False

Contact: Barbara Dixon, Student & Community Advisor & Inclusive Initiatives
Ph: 632-2099 Email: bdixon@rm.mb.ca Building F, Room 214
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SPEAK OUT

FITNESS CLASSES

AGAINST RACISM

YOGA
This introductory Yoga class is based on the Iyengar method. The poses taught will
facilitate greater breath awareness and release muscle tension while building muscle
strength and flexibility of the joints and spine.

Notre Dame Campus
Tuesdays, 4:15 — 5:15pm, F209
March 23 — May 25 (9 classes)
INSTRUCTOR: Brenda Reimer-Dorratt of Prana Yoga Studios
COST: STUDENTS - $45.00 (Including G.S.T.) STAFF - $55.00

(Including G.S.T.)

Mix - It- Up: Come and get energized!
Tuesdays, Thursdays & Fridays, 12:00pm — 1:00pm, North gym
March 16 — May 21 (24 classes total, some dates missed due to facility being booked)

Instructors: Eleanor Tsang & Sharon Couldwell
This class will offer a variety of fitness modalities including step; hi-lo
impact; ball work and muscle conditioning.
Cost: Staff $50.00; Students$40.00; Drop-in $4.00 (GST Included in all prices)

Aerobic Kickboxing
Mondays & Thursdays, 4:15pm — 5:15pm, North Gym
March 15 — May 20 (17 classes, some dates missed due to facility being booked)
Instructor: Eleanor Tsang
Join Eleanor for an invigorating workout! These classes are cardio
based with some muscle conditioning.
Cost: Staff $35.00; Students $30.00; Drop-in $4.00(GsT Included)

Pilates
Wednesdays, 4:15pm — 5:15pm, North Gym
March 31 — May 19 (8 classes)
Instructor: Alan Cherniak; Alan is a certified Stott Pilates instructor and
has been teaching for the past 4 years.
Pilates is a series of deep muscle conditioning exercises that
engage the mind and body in developing strong, flexible muscles
while emphasizing deep torso strength, coordination,
concentration and balance. For this class exercises will be done on mats.
Cost: Staff $40.00; Students $35.00;(GST Included)

United Against Racism
is a project developed
by Ka Ni Kanichihk
Inc., a non-profit
community based
organization established
in 2002 to provide a
range of educational,
leadership, cultural,
healing and spiritual
programs and services
to Aboriginal children,
youth and families.
We invite those who
have experienced
racism to come out and
share their stories as we
acknowledge March
2 I st as the International
Day for the Elimination
of Racial
Discrimination:

March 18, 2004
Ka Ni Kanichihk
4th Floor - 245
McDermot Ave.
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Guest Speakers:
Beverly Jacobs:
Mohawk lawyer from
Six Nations,
Consultant

Louis Ifill: Activist,
Founder of the
Workers of Color
Network
Coffee, tea, and a light
snack will be available.

Door prizes: Movie

Register Early! Some programs have limited space.
REGISTER: Payments can be made at the cashiers office, located in room C212, between 8:00am and 3:30pm. Methods of payment at the
cashiers office include Interac/ Cash/ Visa or MasterCard/ Cheque. Credit card payments may also be phoned in to the Controller's Office at
632-2371. Payments by cash or cheque accepted at the North Gym equipment counter. Princess St.: pay at the Student Services Centre.

Call Recreation Services at 632-2399 for more information.

tickets, CDs, sweatshirts, etc.

For more information,
please call
Sharon qp; 953-5822
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Harvest's beginnings humble
Local food bank distributed 7 million lbs. last year
by Pam Gramiak

use the services of Winnipeg
Harvest. They want to give
back, but, says Newton, "a lot
I is Saturday afternoon, and
Lee Newton and I are sitting of people who volunteer just
feel better about themselves.
in the coffee room of
Others volunteer for a variety
Winnipeg Harvest.
of reasons.
"It's quiet right now," she
Its a great way to get job
says, her eyes dancing, "You
training,
"says Newton.
should have been here half'an
Some of the on-the-job trainhour ago. We had over 100
ing includes shipping and
kids here."
receiving, forklift operating,.
The children she's referring
and truck driving. Because
to are the 100 or so kids who
come every Saturday with their many of the clients of the food
bank are immigrants, English
families to pick up food. Some
aas a second language training
stay and do crafts, play, and
is also available. It's a practical
help where they can while
way
for people new to Canada
their parents volunteer.
to learn the language. And
Last year, Winnipeg Harvest
distributed 7 million pounds of often, people are able to take
their new job skills into the
food. It's estimated that 80 per
marketplace.
cent of that food would have
Newton refers to one
been sent to the Brady landfill.
woman, an immigrant
Currently, 32,000 people
from Kosovo, who was
When
in Winnipeg use the
a n operating room
food bank monthly,
she first
nurse in her home
half of whom are
arrived
in
country. When
children.
The numbers are Canada, she didn't she first arrived
Canada, she
saddening, and
have a job, speak any indidn't
have a
they are getting
English, or have the job, speak any
worse every year.
But you would proper paperwork to work English, or
never know it
in a Manitoba hospital. have thepaperby visiting the
people at the Because of her experience at work to work
Winnipeg Harvest, she was in a Manitoba
Winnipeg
hospital.
Avenue facility.
able to learn English, Because
of her
The warehouse
upgrade
her
training,
and
experience
at
is decorated by
now she's working at a Winnipeg
two brightly
Harvest, she
painted murals
city hospital. And she 's was
able to
on two facing
no
wals,nd longer a client of learn English,
Winnipeg Harvest. upgrade her
Newton's energy
t
training,
and now
and enthusiasm is
she's
working
at a
contagious. Even after
city hospital. And
20 years of being in busishe's no longer a client
ness, co-founder and volunof
Winnipeg
Harvest.
teer co-ordinator Newton has
The volunteers are more
the freshness and idealism of a
than just clients. During the
teenager.
week,
about 200 people volunShe says the beginnings of
teer each day. And they range
the charitable, non-governmental agency were both hum- in age from three to 83.
"It's an eclectic group," says
ble and unlikely.
Newton. "You can walk in here
"I was watching W5 one
and have a retired guy with a
Sunday night in 1983, and
Ph.D. having lunch with somethere was this interview with
the,woman who started City one who's illiterate. We're just
Harvest in New York City," she one big family."
When Newton and the
says. "It was the year I turned
"Fabulous Five" started out in
30, and I was just feeling
1983, their goal was to one day
blessed."
Plenty of people feel blessed, close the doors to Winnipeg
Harvest. Sadly, poverty in
but it isn't every day that
Manitoba has increased, with
someone feels so blessed that
the gap between rich and poor
they start a food bank. ,
She senses my bewilderment. getting larger every year.
Nationally, about 16 per cent
"It was just one of those things
of Canadians, or one in six
that wouldn't go away."
people, are living in poverty.
That same year, Newton,
Of that 16 per cent, over 51
who was a graphic designer at
per cent are single mothers,
the time for the Winnipeg Art
and slightly more than 15 per
Gallery, joined with David
cent of Canada's children live
Northcott, a community
in poverty. In Manitoba, howactivist in West Broadway;
ever, those numbers are even
Lynn Mustard,_ a public relamore grisly. Manitoba has the
tions specialist who worked
with Newton at the WAG; and grim distinction of having the
Brent Mooney to form the first third-worst poverty rate in
C
board of directors of Winnipeg Canada,
just over 18 per cent.
Last year, the seven million
Harvest.
pounds of food that was dis"I just brought some friends
tributed from Winnipeg
together," she says. "You just
have to surround yourself with Harvest could have filled the
Winnipeg Stadium waist high,
good people."
six times over. Or how about
As with any non-for-profit
organization, the success of the the 32,000 people who receive
assistance every month? That
program is credited to the volwould
be a sell-out crowd.
unteers. About 60 per cent of
the volunteers are people who
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Living with, and fighting against, ALS
ALS Society of Manitoba provides needed support

w

by Rick Scherger
hen you are told
by your doctor
to go home and
get your life in order, it opens
your eyes. You could just go
into the bedroom, close the
door and say 'I'm done,'"
Marcel Bertrand says.
But Marcel is a happy, effervescent, and quick-witted
Winnipeg man living with and
fighting against Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), better
known as Lou Gehrig's Disease.
"I often speak about ALS to

ii

people in adult education
courses and I get asked the
strangest questions," he says.
"Once this guy asked me,
'Have you ever thought of getting them to amputate your
arm to get it to end?' and I
told him, 'Say, maybe I'll ask
my neurosurgeon. But what if
it's in my throat? I get them to
take off my head?'"
ALS is a fatal, rapidly-progressive neuro-muscular disease, which usually results in
death within two to five years
of diagnosis. ALS attacks the
motor neurons that carry mes-

sages to the muscles resulting
in weakness in the arms, legs,
chest, and throat, according to
the ALS Society of Manitoba
website.
"I don't think about it," says
Marcel. "I can't dwell on it. I
know it's there as it progresses.
But I decided that my work is
not done. I can't rest on my
laurels. It was my time to help
others."
Not only has he served on
the board of the ALS Society of
Manitoba, Marcel has been
vital to the restoration of
Brummitt-Feasby ALS House, a

CALLING ALL
VIDEO ARTISTS ...

Job

We want to screen your work

Day Nursery Centre is organizing a fundraiser for
their Young Hearts Eat Smart hot lunch
program. We are looking for 10 min. max, video
submissions from both local and non-local artists.

Opportunity

By participating in this event you will be contributing
to the ongoing efforts of the lunch program, which
provides healthy and nutritious food to youngsters
in three inner-city daycares.

For more information please contact:
Shelly Anthis, Fundraiser Coordinator 284-8773
outofthecart@hotmail.com
Fernanda, Director of Day Nursery Care 775-6513
Donations towards
the silent auction will
also be appreciated.
Minimum entry fee for screening is $25.
100% of donation is tax deductable and
goes directly towards the lunch program.

TEACH ENGLISH Overseas
Jobs $$
Guaranteed-Great Pay!!
TESOL Certified 5 days in-class
(monthly classes),
on-line or by correspondence.
FREE Information Seminar,
every Tues. @ 7pm.
Suite 2A-249 Notre Dame Ave.
(@ Ellice)
FREE Infopack:
1-888-270-2941
or globaltesol.com

STUDENT STORE

Nestle
Cadbury
Hershey
Allan's
Wonka
Christie's
Old Dutch
Frito-Lay
Wrigley
Dare
Planters
Rainblo
Mike & Ike
Twizzler

When the work
is piling up !!!
Remember
Candy makes any day
Better !!!!!
And Ohhh So Much More !!!

"Why don't you spit it out?"
hospice for ALS patients and
their families. The house, given Sheilagh says with a sly smile.
"I may be filling the presito the ALS Society by Lynn
dent's position next term,"
Brown and Faith Johnston (sisters who lost their step-mother, Marcel says proudly.
The Bertrands are very
Dorothy Brummitt, to ALS), is
focused on what lies ahead for
ready to be occupied full-time.
Marcel.
"The house is officially
"The three most important
open," Marcel says. "It is an
outreach centre, an office com- things are medication, attitude,
and to keep busy," says
plex, and a place for rural peoSheilagh.
ple to stay when they come to
"I really have a lot of great
the city for treatment. We have
support," Marcel says. "But I
been meeting with the
also like to give support where
Winnipeg Regional Health
Authority and trying to get the I get support."
"The people at our church,
house open 24 hours a day,
Gloria Dei Lutheran, have been
seven days a week. It has
very helpful," says Sheilagh.
been set up to house up to
"Members of the church
six patients. But we aren't
share a car pool so that I can
funded enough to staff it
get there every week," says
properly yet.
Marcel.
"I called on past contacts
"I had heard of Lou Gehrig's,
in the building community
but until it was someone I
where I used to work. It sort
knew, it didn't register," says
of fell into my lap, yet it
Jean Hunter, Gloria Dei memchanneled my energy."
ber and friend to the
"Marcel was always a joinBertrands. Al and Jean Hunter
er, a thinker, a mover," says
celebrated their 40th anniverhis wife, Sheilagh. "He liked
to be involved. This was sary in September.
Instead of gifts, the
an opportunity to stay
couple asked for
mentally up and
donations to be
busy. It really
directed toward
helped."
the ALS
"I do like to
Society. Over
keep busy,
was
but I told
raised.
them I
Marcel
would be
it finds
on the
imporboard
tant to
only if I
attend
could
support
serve in
a meaningful
rneet-for
capacings
ALS sufty," says
Marcel.
ferers.
try
"I didn't
want to
to make
be a figit a
urehead."
lighter
"Marcel
environis a wonment,"
- Marcel, a
derful
says
advocate,"
Marcel.
Winnipeg man
says Tracy
"Some peoEdmonds
ple think
living with
Leckie, who
they are
works raising
depressing. I
ALS
funds for the ALS
think people take
Society of Manitoba.
life too serious. If
"He is always willing to
you spend your time
go out and talk. He is very
bemoaning the fact that the
important to the society getdoctor diagnosed you, where
ting more awareness."
does that take you? I walk in
Leckie, whose father died of and tell them, 'I'm here for the
ALS almost three years ago,
free lunch.'"
says she became involved
Both Bertrand and Leckie say
with the society so that she
the ALS Society has a shortage
could help create awareness.
of volunteers.
"It's an uphill battle," she
"The people who help are
says. "People don't always
great but there is so much
know what ALS is. When it
work that is needed to be
happens to someone close to
done," Bertrand says.
you, it turns your life upside
"We have been working realdown."
ly hard to get people to know
The Bertrand family has
more about us. We aren't part
also become involved with
of the United Way. We are a
the ALS Society. Marcel's
small non-profit organization.
daughter, Shelley, and her
It takes time, but the Safeway
husband, Bruce, also serve on We Care program and the Walk
the board.
to D'Feet ALS are good ways to
"Bruce will be stepping up
get better known," says Leckie.
to vice-president next term,"
Marcel says.

"I don't think
about it. I can't $6,000
dwell on it. I know
it's there as it
progresses. But I
decided that my work
is not done. I can't rest i
on my laurels. It was
"I
my time to help
others."
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Good times, RRC, good times Cancon - in theatres soon?
by Joff Schmidt

T

ired. So very, very tired. It
seems a great effort to lift my
pudgy, overstrained fingers to
the keyboardto type this. I am no
longer able to proofread what I write
- my eyes have ceased to focus, and
roll about randomly in their sockets.
I am a weary, googly-eyed, sore-fingered RRC student. Hear me whimper.
Sheer exhaustion seems the norm
around the college right now, especially for the creative arts students
who re c ently piloted the "mini-break"
that the Senior Academic Committee
will inflict on the rest of the college
next year.
This alleged "break," intended to
replace the proper week-long break
many of you just enjoyed, consisted
of a long long weekend - no classes
Friday and the following Monday.
And how did I spend my "spring
break?" Well, I normally don't have
any classes Friday anyway, so I spent
that day much as I have the last several Fridays - at school, working on
projects.
I spent the weekend, like many of
my classmates, working at my parttime job (SAC members, it seems,
come from an alternate dimension
where people work nine to five,
Monday to Friday jobs, and students
don't have to work part-time on
weekends to pay tuition, and so actually have a break during an extended
long weekend).
As for Monday, I took full advantage of the break, and stayed home.
And did homework.
So much for spring break.
Hence, I am tired.
I hate to keep harping on this, but I
needed that break, dammit. It's a long
time between Christmas holidays and
Easter, which is the next statutory
holiday.
Even federal politicians are starting
to push for another stat holiday dur-

ing this brutal breakless stretch.
But here at RRC? Ah, students don't
really need proper breaks. Most of the
time, they just sit around listening to
people yakkin' anyway. Lazy bastards.
Fuck 'em.
Sorry. I'm bitter. And tired.
But there is hope, they tell me. A
light at the end of this tunnel, so to
speak: it is the end of the school year,
just around the corner now, and for
me, the end of my time at RRC.
I am clinging to my belief that this
seemingly far-off day will come.
But after that? Well, just thinking
about that makes me even more tired,
I tells ya.
It's with mixed feelings that I look
forward to the end of the RRC experience.
There are a lot of people here I'll
miss when I'm not locked in a room
with them for several hours every
day. The classes, tiring though they
may be, have given me a chance to
do things that I'll probably never
have the opportunity to attempt
when I have to work for a living. And
I'll even miss this smut-rag we call
the Projector - as I write this, we're in
the process of hiring my successor for
next year, and I must confess that the
idea of letting this go is both a relief
and a sweet, sorrowful parting.
And I guess that right now, that's a
big part of what's keeping me going:
the knowledge that as tired as I am,
as much as things may seem like a big
pain in the ass right now, this is fun,
dammit, and I'm going to miss it.
These are the good times - there'll be
a point, in the not-too-distant future,
where I'm going to look back and say,
"Ah, college - those were the days."
So where does that leave me?
I'm exhausted.
I'm grumpy.
My eyes won't stop shaking.
And I think I'm loving it.
Good times, RRC. Good times.

by Peter Vesuwalla
've just spent a week drinking
and watching Canadian films.
Only at a Winnipeg festival
would the bit about Canadian films
be a priority.
Other film festivals have programs
of Canadian features, most notably
Perspective Canada at the Toronto
International Film Festival. But
FilmExchange, held annually in
Winnipeg by the National Screen
Institute, is the largest all-Canadian
festival in the world.
Still, it's all pretty insular.
Between the workshops and lunches
at the Fort Garry Hotel, screenings
at the Globe, parties in upscale
nightclubs, and after-parties back at
the hotel, you tend to see the same
people all the time. It's kind of like
being in a cult, complete with cult
leaders. Names like Atom Egoyan,
Don McKellar, and Guy Maddin are
whispered in hushed tones.
But the outside world is a little
different. The fact is most people
just don't watch Canadian films.
Right now Canadian films account
for less than two and a half per cent
of the domestic box office according
to an article in Canadian Screenwriter
Magazine. That means for every
forty or so people that see movies in
this country, only one goes to see
something Canadian.
Two years ago, the federal government increased funding by $50 million, with a view to increasing that
number to five per cent. Telefilm
Canada, the agency that distributes
those funds, announced a mandate
to fund "commercially viable" films.
But Telefilm's flagship was Men
With Brooms, an inane, idiot comedy
with a big maple leaf painted over
its otherwise distinctively American
approach. Audiences saw right
through it.
Better, smarter, commercially
viable projects are out there, but
don't stand a snowball's chance in
hell of any kind of commercial success.
Case in point: David Sutherland's

I

Love, Sex and Eating the Bones, a

story about the dating woes of
young, hip, black people in Toronto.
Here's that rare case of a Canadian
sex comedy that's genuinely funny
(I wonder why no one ever thought
of that before), smart enough to
become a critical darling, but accessible enough to be a hit with audiences - if only it could get play.
Put together a slick trailer, advertise it on TV, and stick it in a multiplex and it could find an audience.
The film just opened in select
markets in Vancouver and Toronto,
and will probably get a couple of
weeks at the Globe in Portage Place
down the line, or maybe a short
stint at Cinematheque downtown.
But when Sutherland lobbied to
have the trailer play in front of
Barbershop 2 (the target audience is
the same) he was unsuccessful.
Exhibitors caved under pressure
from big Hollywood studios competing for the same ad space.
You'll hear producers and distributors talking all the time about how
English-speaking Canada needs to
build its own star system like
Quebec's, where domestic films
account for about 12 per cent of the
box office. But that's like comparing
apples and oranges, since Quebec
films have a built-in audience of
people who want to see their own
stories by their own directors starring their own actors.
No, the time has come for
Canadian content regulations for
movie theatres. If every multiplex
with five screens or more were
forced to play 20 per cent Canadian
content, you'd begin to see
Canadian movies marketed a whole
lot better.
There's no way an uberplex like
Silver City would let three theatres
sit empty for long before they'd step
up and start pushing their product.
It would raise the profile of
Canadian movies until Cancon laws
are no longer needed.
Other countries do it. There's no
reason we shouldn't.

The town and t h e it
by Ruth Shead
pon her return from a
weekend in Toronto,
my friend commented
on how much she enjoyed the
city.
"It's a nice place,
everything's in walking distance," she said.
Having Jived in Toronto on
two separate occasions, I found
her impressions somewhat
confusing. In my experience, I
round the Big Smoke... well,
big and smoky.
"Maybe it's because there
aren't any spaces between
things," I said, trying to diplomatically point out Toronto's
less-attractive traits.
"True," said my friend. But I

U

don't think my observation
lessened her newly-found
admiration, because when I
mentioned that I was offered a
six-week internship at a travel
magazine in Toronto but wasn't sure if I should go, she
repeated her original sentiments, but with more enthusiasm, and a hint of envy.
"It's SUCH a nice place."
I haven't been able to get
her Toronto review out of my
head since. Toronto IS a nice
place. SUCH a nice place. And
everything IS within walking
distance, which, yes, is maybe
because there aren't any spaces
between things, but that just
means there's a bazillion
things to do. Right?
I hate making decisions,
especially when it comes to

figuring out where to live. And
while it's nice to know (or at
least feel like) I have the
choice, it's hard to know
where to look for it - and I
suppose by it. I mean home.
The last time I had to make
a decision like this was when I
was in Toronto, working my
nine-to-five (which was more
like an eight-to-six). And I was
inspired by all of these people
who had done so much and
achieved great things, and I
wasn't going to get them for
myself if I just stayed still.
So I moved.
Now, with just over a month
of school to complete, I'm
approaching the end of my
own reason for living in
Winnipeg. I arrived without
any plans to stay permanently,

but my hope for an opportunity to return to Toronto, or venture to some other unknown
bounty, started to disintegrate
as my attachment for
Winnipeg grew.
Before September 2002, I
had never lived in Winnipeg,
better known as "the city"
where I originally come from.
Where I originally come from,
the city was always understood
as where you went when you
left town. Like Toronto, and all
other unfamiliar spaces,
Winnipeg has its charms and
challenges.
Still I can't get my friend's
Toronto review out of my
head, and I realize that maybe
Winnipeg is the town and the
city is elsewhere.
Before she said her stuff, I

was really thinking about staying. Now I'm afraid the only
reason I want to stay here is
because I like what I'm doing.
With a chance to try to do it
somewhere else, I don't really
have that reason anymore.
I am also completely unprepared to start the big settle,
take on a routine, and paint
my walls beige.
What's a girl to do?
Once upon a time, before, as
Tom Robbins once said, I
learned to learn to fear the
things I fear, I sincerely
believed that you couldn't find
it anywhere but in your head.
If this is true, toe-may-toe/
toe-mah-toe. But then again, it
sort of takes something away
from facing the strange
changes.

NEXT ISSUE: ELECTION FEVER GRIPS THE PROJECTOR.
IT'S JUST LIKE EBOLA, BUT WITH MORE VOMITING.
HELP THE PROJECTOR GET THE INSIDE TRACK ON STUDENT POLITICS.
JOIN US FOR OUR NEXT STORY MEETING: TUESDAY, MAR. 16, 4:00 P.M.
THE NEWSROOM, W102 (PRINCESS STREET CAMPUS)
EVERYONE IS WELCOME.
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Projector, Red River College's student newspaper, invites applications for the positions o

News Editor
Entertainment Editor
Layout/Photo Editor (News Section)
Layout/Photo Editor (Entertainment Section)
for the 2004-2005 school year
Duties and responsibilities:
News and Entertainment Editors: generate story ideas for the Projector - help to conduct story
meetings - assign stories to writers - provide needed assistance to writers working on stories - edit
copy for stories
Photo/Layout Editors: generate ideas for photos/artwork to accompany stories in the Projector
-asignphots photgraphesnd/ortakend phots-wrkith editor-nchieftorae
a unified look for the Projector - lay out news or entertainment section of the Projector using Quark
XPress for Macintosh
Interested applicants should submit a cover letter, resume, and portfolio (containing at least three
relevant work samples) to

THE PROJECTOR IS
PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE RESULTS OF THE
ENTIRELY UNOFFICIAL
TIM HORTONS HUMP
DAY SURVEY

On March 3, the
crack research team at
the Princess Street
Tim Hortons kiosk
asked customers:
-

DO YOU THINK SAME-

SEX MARRIAGE SHOULD
BE LEGAL IN CANADA?"

And the results:
YES:

Editor-in-chiet„ the Projector, c/o Red River College Students' Association
P110-160 Princess Street, Winnipeg, MB R3B 1K9

84 VOTES

(66 PER CENT)

NO: 27 VOTES
(21 PER CENT)

Deadline for applications: 12:00 noon, Wednesday, March 17

DON'T KNOW: 10 VOTES
(8 PER CENT)
NO ANSWER:

6 VOTES

(5 PER CENT)

Say cheese.

Thanks to the staff at
Tim's - get out and cast
your vote next
Wednesday

NEW SAMSUNG a600 CAMERA PHONE
•
•
•
•

Built-in flash and zoom
Unique rotating flip design
Built-in self-timer
Multi shot capability
(up to 10 consecutive pictures)

PICTURE MESSAGING
• Take and send photos instantly
• Personal photo album storage online
• Personalize photos with special features
such as voice memos and cartoon bubbles

!Randall
HOMES

New' Home ESTIMATOR

Get your camera
phone today and
we'll give you a
bonus of 3 months
unlimited picture
messaging.

mursc Mobility
mts.ca

Visit your newest M r x Co neet I MT
Garden City 953-1850, Grant Park 989-2977, Kildonan Place 927-6363, Polo Park 982-0300, St. Vital Centre 255-8389,
Itore *r MTS Oeal8r today i Winnipeg Square 982-0302, 585 Century St. 941-5111, Brandon Shoppers Mall 571-4040, Dauphin Market Place Mall 622-4900, Portage la Prairie Mall
857-4380, Selkirk Town Plaza 785-4386, Steinbach Victoria Plaza Mall 346-1400, Thompson Plaza 677-9999, Winkler Southland Mall 325-7536 • Winnipeg Stores: Advance Communications
783-1601, Advance Electronics 786-6541, Alcom Electronics 237-9099, Elite Communications 989-2995, IDC Communications 254-8282 or 488-3444, Integrated Messaging 786-7630, Krahn's
Audio & Video 338-0319, Nakina Electronics 947-3558, Planet Mobility 269-4727, Powerland Computers 237-3800, Pyramid Cell-Tel 222-0101 or 775-2968, Starlite Communications 945-9555 or
945-9556, Wireless Age 832-9288, 953-1680 or 942-5118, Wireless Odyssey 475-8664 • Altona: West Park Motors 324-6494, L.A. Wiebe Radio Shack 324-6882 • Arborg: TDM Sports 376-2320 •
Ashern: Ashern Hi Tech Radio Shack 768-2202 • Brandon: Cellular Communication Plus Ltd. 728-2355, Elite Communications 571-3663, myphone.ca 571-4055 • Carberry: R.D. Ramsey 834-3201
• Carman: Elite Communications 745-3001 • Flin Flon: Elite Communications 687-6500 • Gimli: Unlimited Sound 642-7173 • Killarney: Collyer Ford 523-7545 • Lac du Bonnet: The Yellow Door
345-9416 • Lundar: Goranson Electric 762 5661 • Minnedosa: True Value Hardware 867-2802 • Morden: Pembina Valley Computers 822-3411 • Neepawa: Murray's of Neepawa 476-3317, Team
Electronics 476-3636 • Pilot Mound: B & D Mound Service 825-2474 • Portage la Prairie: Mega Computers 239-6342 • Rathwelt: Rathwell Hardware 749-2013 • Roblin: Roblin Floral and Gifts
937-3492 • Rosenort: Rosenort Motors 746-8441 • Russell: Ronald Mobile Communications 773-3038 • St. Rose Du Lac: St. Rose Appliance Sales 447 2705 • Steinbach: Frey Enterprises Radio
Shack 326-1222 • Stonewall: TMC Distribution Ltd. 467-2350 • Swan River: Merv's Radio & TV 734-3252 • Teulon: Teuton Sports & Leisure 886-3800 • The Pas: Sound Innovations 623-7171,
tc 423-5836 or 623-3858 • Virdergcookspectdc 748-3906,, Ktnnaird Electronics 748-3164 • Waskada: Smartrooks 674-2521.! lifPoitfoettoopt Computers 325-5597
Subject to MTS Mobility's standard iermy a nd CondMons applicable to cellular and Internet service access on/NI e applIcablet Iterated nee otter. Subject to availability. Must activate to a minimum $20 per month calling pl.n at tine of i. -uie purchase
to get the "Picture Messaging" bonus offer. Picture messaging subject to $0.50 per picture upload tee once bonus offer expires. MTS design mark is a registered trademark of Manitoba Telecom Services Inc., used under license. All other trademarks are
property of their respective owners.

Randall Homes is looking for an
exceptional individual who is a
self starter, willing to learn,
works well in a team
environment.
This position reports directly to
the Production Manager and is
part of the management program.
• Graduate of recognized
technologies program
• Residential estimating
experience
• Construction field
experience an asset
• Computer estimating
experience an asset
(Timberline)
• Detailed oriented/organized
• Knowledge of new home
construction
If you aspire to a higher level of
professionalism, and value a fast
paced environment we have a
home for you.
Please mail or fax your resume
and covering letter to:
Randall Homes
Vince Cherapak
Production Manager
615 St. Mary's Road
Winnipeg, MB. R2M 3L8
(No telephone inquiries please)
We thank all applicants, however
only qualified applicants
will be contacted.

ENTERTAINMENT
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Henry Rollins: actor, rocker, total bore?
"I could put you to sleep like I'm a human tranquilizer": Rollins
by Jeanne Fronda
hile Grammy Awardwinner Henry Rollins
is a busy man
because he's a jack-of-all-trades
- musician, actor, writer, spoken word artist - he says spending time with him would be a
bore. Good thing the main reason he'll be in the 'Peg on
March 26 is for a spoken word
performance and not for a
romantic date.
I chatted with the former
Black Flag frontman in early
March while he was in the
middle of his spoken word
tour.
"If you hung out with me for
an afternoon, you'd probably
find out hanging out with me
an utterly flat-line experience,"
says Rollins from a telephone
in Lawrence, Kansas.
"I could put you to sleep like
I'm a human tranquilizer."
"No way!" I reply like a valley girl.
Rollins reciprocates with a
Wayne's World-esque "Way!"
that makes me laugh out loud.
But he isn't kidding.
Rollins says most of his
leisure activities usually
involve only one person.
"When I'm not on the road I
live alone and I have a fairly
solitary lifestyle," he says. "My
interests, which are many, usually only require one person. I
like books. I like documentaries. I like film. I like art, and
I like writing. And that's all
stuff you can kind do on your
own. You don't go out on a
date, whip out your notebooks
and start writing, although
that might be kind of cool to
find a woman who is so
inclined."
"Be still, my heart, Henry," I
think to ,myself as I jot his
words in my steno pad.
That hundreds attend his
spoken word shows every year
is indication that enough people don't think he's a bore on
stage. And despite the fact that
he knows a lot of people go to
his performances, Rollins says
he doesn't consider himself a
teacher.
"I would never seek to
instruct anyone. I think it's a
little pretentious, especially
coming from me, but I can
perhaps have a few opinions
that might not be mainstream," he says.
If he were to teach people
something, Rollins says hopefully he can offer people a different point of view.
"Well, maybe just perspective," he says. "Where they can
hear something and say, 'Well,
that sounds kind of interesting.
I might want to check that out'
or 'I disagree with that and it
really makes me think about
what I do think about differently."
Constant touring and
encounters with the press
mean Henry meets a lot of
people, but he says he isn't a
people person.
"People are my bread and
butter in a way, but I'm not all
that outgoing," says Rollins. "I
don't have a whole phone list
of people I call."
Rollins might not have an
overflowing little black book,

relation"And 99.999 per cent of the
ship that
people I meet are really cool,
you must
very friendly, very intelligent.
establish
They're kind. They like me.
very
How bad can that be? They
quickly."
show up to the show. In my
As for
opinion you kind of owe them
writing
everything. How much more
news, he
do they have to prove themsays jourselves to you?"
nalists
And no interview with
should
Rollins would be complete if
primarily
he didn't comment about polibe contics or current events. He told
cerned
me what he thought about
with facts. U.S. President George W. Bush
"I think
and the National Guard scan- _
that
dal.
what's
"I don't care. To me it's a
paraperipheral issue," says Rollins.
mount for "To me there are bigger fish to
journalists fry in his administration. He's
is the pur- just a rich kid and rich kids
suit of
enjoy privilege all the time. So,
truth no
when you're going to try and
matter
bust him that he kind of
who it
skipped out on the Vietnam
embarrass- War and kind of got favoured
es, no
into the Texas Air National
matter
Guard - that to me is nitpickwho it dis- ing. That was then and you
comforts," can't do anything about it.
says
What you really want to look
Rollins.
at is what (Dick) Cheney's up
"The truth to, what (Donald) Rumsfeld is
is what
up to, what Paul Wolfowitz is
you need
up to. Bush to me is a minor
to ferret
player in the Bush administraout."
tion."
Rollins
It's funny. For a man who
Musician, actor, writer, and spoken-word artist Henry Rollins, formerly of Black
has no
doesn't think he's interesting
Flag. Contemplating new ways to be boring as we speak, he says.
major
to hang out with, he holds my
comundivided attention the whole
but that doesn't mean he tries
to do is always put your subplaints about the people he
time during our conversation,
to avoid people.
ject at ease, so they open up to meets while on the road, so he especially when he talks about
"I'm not much of a people
you," he says. "Sometimes it's
tries to make sure that when
current events.
person in that I'm not Mr.
almost a slight-of-hand. If you
people meet him it's a good
So, if Rollins is a human
Social Jovial Guy. I mean I
come at them and barrage
experience.
tranquilizer, then someone get
don't hate people," he says.
them they'll tend to dummy
"What else are you going to
me the needle.
"I'm not some weird misanup. I've interviewed a lot of
do? I mean I don't want to
thrope. I don't go out of my
people, and it's a very delicate
bum anybody out," he says.
way to meet people. I don't go
to the bars and clubs and say,
iBook offers performance, efficiency, and
'Hey, what's your name?' On
the weekends I just kind of
versatility at an incredibly competitive price.
hole up in my house and read
and kind of space out and
look at things, but I don't go
out looking for the hot date or
anything."
Rollins may not be a social
butterfly, but he says sometimes people single him out
just because he's an artist.
"Sometimes you're put into
a position where you feel like
you're supposed to be in performance mode and that can
be not where you want to be,"
says Rollins. "Sometimes if
you're in a public setting or if
you go to a party, all of a sudden you're the party. And
that's not unique. I don't really enjoy that position."
While I speak with Henry, I
realize that I had indeed
The new 12" & 14" iBooks: Unlike other compact notebooks, everything
expected him to sound more
is built in. Like a blazing G4 processor, 12" or 14" displays (1024 x 768) powered by
like his personality on stage.
the
ATI Mobility Radeon 9200 graphics accelerator with 32MB of Video-RAM, and a
And when he doesn't, I am
slot-load CD-burning/DVD-playing combo drive. Plus a battery that lasts up to 6 hours.
pleasantly surprised to hear
that his trademark gravelly
All incredibly engineered into a stunning enclosure that's just 1.35" (3.42 cm) thin.
voice sounded extremely
The iBook G4 is equipped with all the connectivity you will need for seemingly
relaxed.
Rollins isn't a stranger to the
endless expansion possibilities: U513 2.0, FireWirelM 400, 10/100 Mb Ethernet, 56k
media; he's appeared on TV
Fax/Modem, optional Airport ExtremeTm (802.11g) and Bluetoothim wireless capabilities,
shows such as The Tonight
Video and audio output ports. Please see www.apple.ca/ibook/ for more details.
Show and Late Night with
Conan O'Brien. He also has
experience interviewing peoComputers—on--Campus I 140 University Centre
BookStore
ple, so he says it's important
,
Winnipeg, Manitoba I R3T2N2 I 204-474-7000
to build a rapport with your
subject.
TM and 02003 Apple Computer, Inc. /WI rights reserved.
"I think if you're going to be
•
Authorized Reseller
an interviewer what you want
IIMIV.SITY
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Children of Tragedy born from Loco's demise
Latest addition to local metal scene something old, something new
entirely different animal
than
fter five years, another
Winnipeg band is calling Children of
Tragedy,"
it quits, leading to the
says Wiens.
birth of a new project. Under
the direction of Art Desaulniers "We've got
so many
and Andrew Wiens, Loco will
play for one final time, making more layers
now, more
way for Children of Tragedy's
textures
debut at the Zoo March 27 and
guitar har28.
monies, keyLoco released their fullboards,
vocal
length album Deadworld in
harmonies."
November, 2002, and have a
Children
single and video on
of
Tragedy
MuchMusic and MTV for
have been
"Inside."
playing
But following a trip to
together for
Chicago last summer to play
about a year,
Mobfest, a metalfest organized
and are curby Disturbed's management,
rently polishLoco members settled on irrecing a couple
oncilable differences and went
of tracks
their separate ways.
Formerly the singer for Loco, recorded at
various
Desaulniers is looking forward
Vancouver
to the last Loco show, and the
opportunity to present his new studios like
Private Ear,
project.
"The band broke up after our Chicken
Coop, and
last tour and we never got a
Green
chance to thank people for
House. The
photo by Lisa Waldner/Photo Frenzy
coming out and give them a
vocals
were
final farewell here at home,"
done in
It's 10 o'clock. Do you know where your Children of Tragedy are? Possibly at the Zoo, March 27 and 28.
he says.
Winnipeg
at
Wiens, who recently left his
Desaulnier's
music video director Jeff
Wiens. "We grew up listening
"We want people to be able to
Vancouver band Steeltoe
home. The four-track EP
Bromley.
to the same kind of stuff, but
come out and see a great show
Persuasion to return to the
should be available at the
Children of Tragedy are
at the same time, when people with great music and great
Prairies for school, says he's
bringing some elements to the
our age kind of stopped listenmarketing."
mostly looking forward to reac- show.
"It easier to put better prostage Winnipeg might not
ing to newer stuff, we really
"We'd love for people to
quainting himself with
duction on fewer tracks, so this have seen before including
kept up with it, which allows
walk away after a great show
Winnipeg's metal audience.
is the best that we could give
influences from '80s and '90s
us to draw on a wider range of
with a cool t-shirt and a CD,"
Steeltoe, the first incarnation
the
crowd for now," says
heavy metal.
influences."
says Desaulniers.
of which was originally from
Wiens.
"There's elements of every"It'll probably sound some"It's going to be entertainWinnipeg, had made a name
"Ten of 12 tracks put a big
thing that we like in our
thing like Bruce Dickenson
ment from A to Z," says Wiens.
for itself by opening for acts
strain on time and budget,"
music. We're not narrow-mind- [from Iron Maiden] arm
"When people come to our
like Morbid Angel, Napalm
adds Desaulniers.
ed and we're not going to play wrestling Shagrath from
Death, Testament and Dio.
show we're going to try and
The band is also working on
the kind of stuff that was cool
Dimmu Borgir," says
bring them into the COT
"Compared to the new proja video with Red River
a year ago," says Desaulniers.
Desaulniers, who also describes world. A whole different
ect, the Steeltoe stuff is really
College's own up-and-coming
"We're the same age," says
the band as "dark, scary, and
world."
stripped down and raw. It's an
sexy all in one."
The Sunday show (March 28)
"We're a tight band and it's
is an all-ager, something
a huge show," says Desaulniers Desaulniers says is important
referring to the 300 to 400
for the band.
people he expects to come
"You know that when kids
out.
come out to a show they're
'Purchase your Dinner & a Movie ticket at the Lineup located on 98 Albert
On stage, COT is gearing up
there for the music. They're
for an entertaining show,
not there for the beer or anybefore the show for only S i 0.99
including three lovely ladies:
thing else. That's their high,"
Jenna Vandurme, Lindsay
says Desaulniers.
Westmore and Kim Cabral.
"Plus what the hell else is
"We want the show to be a
happening on a Sunday
real package deal," says Wiens. night?" says Wiens.

by Kristin Marand

A

Dinner & a Movie

In The Exchange

Includes your choice of one of the Lineup's array of world foods made famous

•
•
•
•

Shanghai Portside Noodles
Chicago ftp Dish 6" Pizza
Meditterranean Stuffed Pitas
Louisiana Style Chicken Fingers

• Newspaper Wrapped

Beer Battered Fish and a regular
beverage of your choice
And a Movie Pass
to the Towne Cinema 8
in the Exchange District
or Globe Cinema in
Portage Place.
*Redeemable at the LineUp. Price is subject to GST and PST.
*In case movie is sold out, your voucher is valid for all regular movie admissions until May 1st, 2004.

umminnan_
Roc kin ' s
Richard
'

RECORD & CD

Show ri f Sale (?,

• Videos
• Records
(45s, 78s, LPs) • Memorabilia
• Music Mags
• CDs
• Tapes
• Books
• Photos
• Posters
•
•
•
•

Admission $3.00, kids under 12 FREE!
FREE PARKING
Refreshments available inside hotel
Come to the Victoria Inn for the
greatest selection of music that you
will ever see!

ROCK • HEAVY METAL • COUNTRY • JAll E • DISCO
TIV ITIES
K•POP
&B•FOL
TRACKS • COMEDY • ALTERNA
RSOUND
NEW RELEASES • IMPORTS • PROMOS • RAR

Sunday, March 21, 2004
a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

101.51 FM

10:00
VICTORIA
INN
(formerly INTERNATIONAL INN)

Centennial Rooms 2, 3, 4
1808 Wellington Avenue
VVinnipeg, Manitoba

FOR MORE INFORNIK1ON/TABLE RENTALS,
CALL:

RICHARD or ALEX @

204-338-3655
Table Rentals
Still Available
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MuchMusic does Winnipeg
Nation's music station brings Going Costal to WECC
by Kristin Marand
ii w innipeg gets it,

which is really
rare. Most bands
don't feel the love of a really
supportive local scene and it's
that scene that makes an outward push possible," says Chris
Nelson, host of MuchMusic's
Going Coastal.

The show didn't start until
8:00, but at 6:15 kids were
already lining up to see an
incredibly eclectic collection of
bands brought together under
the blue roof of the West End
Cultural Centre. The sign at
the front door read: "This
show is being taped for TV,
please don't injure the cameraman."
Promotion for the event was
shoddy, but evidently hordes
of 15 year olds were paying
attention to the few posters
announcing MuchMusic's visit
to Winnipeg.
Some patrons in line for tickets weren't even quite sure
what they were waiting for,
but the foyer of Winnipeg's
most famous all-ages venue
was flooded enough for the
show to sell out not long after
the doors opened.
Milling about in the familiar
darkness that is the West End
before a show, I began feeling
quite nostalgic, remembering
days gone by when we would
show up in groups of five to
10, dressed in everything from
ska suits to plaid pants and
army boots. I turned to my left
and there they were: the punks
that I was half a decade ago.
Kids with Mohawks two feet
tall, dreadlocks, or tresses of
many colours waited patiently
and mingled while listening to
everything from swing to a
snappy bluegrass version of
Suicide Blonde to all of
Rancid's 2003 release,
Indestructible.

The Wailin' Jennys took the
stage at 8:20 to uproarious
applause from a crowd that
looked like it would have
rather chewed up and spit out
the female folk trio than
become enthralled.
"We're sort of the oddballs
of the lineup, but I feel really
lucky to meet people I wouldn't have had the chance to be
on the same bill with otherwise," says Ruth Moody, the
multi-talented guitar and percussionist for the Jennys.
"When the Much crew
approached us we figured, why
play it safe all the time, take a
chance."
"We tried to get all the
bands worth hearing about
into one room," says Nelson,
the mastermind of the event.
Nelson videotaped all the performances and interviewed
each band in this second incarnation of "Much does
Winnipeg." The original took
place last August.
"I think that Going Coastal
was starting to be seen as
"Much does Vancouver" all the
time, so Chris took the show
on the road," says Liv Lund,
promoter for Smallman
Records.
Smallman had their band,
•

Local metal kings Malefaction showed MuchMusic that Winnipeg knows how to spell "rock." It starts with an "R."

Sixty Stories, perform on the
previous Much bill. So when it
came time for Much to swing
back this way, they contacted
Smallman, knowing that they
have a good pulse on the local
scene.
"This is a great spotlight
kind of show," says Lund.
"You're not about to see a
Wailin' Jennys video on
MuchMusic, so this is a great
way to promote bands who
don't get a lot of national
exposure. It's really all about
helping the bands."
As the evening progressed,
the acts got heavier. Second to
hit the stage for their 20
minute set was Novillero,
from Winnipeg's Endearing
Records.
By the time BurnThe8Track
went on, kids were lining the
rim of the stage. Former Guy
Smiley singer Derek Kun gave
a high energy performance
with the mic cord wrapped
around his wrists like shackles
while the rest of the band
rocked as hard as they could
for a crowd you could tell was
waiting for something a bit
harder.
It was clear by 10:20 that
the crowd was there to chant
along with Facedown recording artists Comeback Kid.
Boots were stomping and
elbows were flying to the
melodic hardcore of one of
Winnipeg's hottest touring
acts. It seemed like everyone
Within 15 feet of the stage
knew all the words to just
about every song.
"People definitely know
who we are in our genre," says
guitarist Jeremy Hiebert. The
Winnipeg five-piece have been
around for about four years,
but are familiar faces at home
because many of Kid's members are from Figure Four as
well.
"Winnipeg is a really strong
musical center and I think the
MuchMusic aspect of a night
like this just really accentuates
• •

that," says Hiebert.
"Putting so many different
kinds of bands on the same
bill is really rolling the dice for
the promoters. They could
have put five or six, say, punk
bands on the bill and the show
would have sold out right
away, but with a show like this
you don't have that overlap of
exposure. There's such a wide
range of talent here. I just
hope everybody gives every
band a chance."
Comeback Kid used the

Much evening to kickstart
their latest tour. The next
morning they headed west and
then down as far south as
Puerto Rico.
Political hardcore heroes
Malefaction, the oldest and
heaviest band on the bill,
rounded off the evening.
"This is a great showcase, I
wish it happened more often,"
says Travis Tomchuk,
Malefaction's vocalist. "But
sometimes I think things like
this are cooler for the bands

RED RIVER
MERCANTILE
est. 2003

Purveyors of General
Merchandise 4fic Supplies
ANOTHER RRCSA 'VENTURE

than the fans. As musicians we
just tend to be really openminded to other types of
music."
Moody agrees. "We all have
a huge appreciation for all different kinds of music. We're
not out here to convert people
to folk music. We just really
hope that people appreciate it
and its okay if they didn't."
"Much does Winnipeg" will
air on the nation's music station April 11.

Store Hours
Mon—Thurs
7:30 am to 8:30 pm
Fri
7:30 am to 4:00 pm

Everyone
Needs
A
Little
Sugar
During
the
Day

Located just inside the William St. Atrium Entrance

Another Service Provided By Your RRCSA
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Not your average nutcracker
RWB presents "poweful, sexy, spiritual" Carmina Burana
by Becky Block
allet is a word loaded
with preconceptions
and opinions. It conjures up images of classics
like The Nutcracker, with its
unmistakable music and pitter-patters reminiscent of
childhood innocence that
have left sugarplums dancing in our heads for years.
How sweet, delightful, and
magical it all was...
But preconceptions are
limiting, and ballet is so
much more than a warm
and loving Christmas story.
Envision baring flesh and
sex appeal. Throw in the
20th century masterpiece
from renowned composer
Carl Orff and watch the
cauldron of Mauricio
Wainrot's choreography
bubble over as 26 dancers,
68 musicians and 90 singers
hit the Centennial Concert
Hall stage with the return of
Carmina Burana March 1721. This ballet will leave
your heart pounding, soul
craving, and body hungrily
begging for more.
"Carmina Burana is like
the Muhammad All of ballet
- it's powerful, sexy, intelligent, and spiritual," says
RWB publicity manager
Rachael King Johnson.
"Those who witnessed the
premiere in 2002 know
what I'm talking about
when I say that this production is a titanic force."
The force behind Carmina
Burana is music. After discovering the manuscripts of
defrocked monks who had
traded in their vows for
concerns of the flesh, composer Carl Orff was so
inspired he created the
music that has since become

B

photo by Keith Levit, courtesy of RWB

Vanessa Lawson and Reyneris Reyes in Carmina Burana, the latest production from the Royal Winnipeg Ballet.

his signature. The five sets
of poems, translated from
Latin, spur prose such as "In
the winter, man is patient,
the breath of
spring
makes
him
lust"
("Cour
D'Amours").
You'll also
witness the
return of La
Soif, a haunting and hypnotic work
from choreographer and
former RWB
dancer, Nina
Menon.
Commissioned by the RWB

in Bermuda 1998, La Soif,
which translated means
"The Thirst," is a 20-minute
dance en pointe (tip-toes)

"Carmina Burana is like the

Muhammad Ali of ballet - it's
powerful, sexy, intelligent, and
spiritual."

- RWB publicity manager
Rachael King Johnson
that portrays two different

•

1. On the coldest days, block heaters on your vehicle need to operate for only
hours to do the job efficiently and successfully.
3. Hot tubs use between

kWh per year
and

kWh per year.

4. Using cold water in your washing machine uses
energy than using hot water.

lust and passion. Entangled
in the intensely physical
and primal dance...this
can't be ballet, can it? Yet it
is. It epitomizes that urge of
temptation we have all felt
at some point in life. It will
give you goose bumps in
places you didn't know you
had. This is the ballet to see.
If you think live dance
offers nothing but tights
and tutus, come to the
show. It promises to knock
the nuts off your cracker.
For $15, students can buy
tickets for the preview night
performance on March 16
and see it before everyone
else.
For tickets, call the RWB
box office at 956-2792.
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The RRC Energy Efficiency Program in
conjunction with Manitoba Hydro Powersmart
will be displayed in the Library Hallway at the
notre Dame Campus, March 25th. Check out our
booth for an opportunity to win an energy
efficiency prize pack, generously provided by
Manitoba Hydro.

2. A waterbed heater uses

couples reflecting on the
passage of time.
"The sheer scale of it
(Carmina Burana) is epic,"
says
King
Johnson.
"With the
R W B
dancers,
t h e
Winnipeg
Symphony
Orchestra,
three full
choirs and
three
soloists
performing
every
night,
it's
truly a feast for the senses
that should not be missed."
Toned bodies meld with
one another in love, greed,

tt -- 1°440t
See Yourself There

% less

5. One energy efficient shower head can save approximately
gallons of hot water in one year resulting in a
% energy
savings.
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Lights camera , Lego at amateur movie contest
,

NSI National Exposure Amateur Movie Contest draws 100 entries
by Sabrina Carnevale
From a killer zucchini to

Lego figurines conversing
about corporate sponsorship, this year's NSI National
Exposure Amateur Movie
Contest overflowed wish o
inal movie plots.
"The competition was
tough. We were all impressed
by the imagination and originality of the entries," says
NSI National Exposure coordinator Liz Hover. "Canada
has some very talented filmmakers in its midst."
The contest, which attracted over 100 submissions from
across Canada, took place
March 6 at the Globe Cinema
as part of the NSI
FilrnExchange Canadian Film
Festival.
Winnipegger Graham
Udedec's short film, Roblock
Wars, is reminiscent of TLC's
Robot Wars, but instead uses
Lego figurines as its hosts and
audience members.
"I enjoy using Lego because
l can have unlimited special
effects and pyrotechnics with
minimal or no budget," says
Udedec. "It's about greed and
corporate sponsors... the original idea was to go big with little people."
Entries were narrowed down

has done so

irst place People's Choice

well because it's
so simple, it
didn't take that
long to do,"
says Nikkei.
"There's about
.300 pictures in
the film, so I
had friends
come over and
we all drew
together._ it
was a very
cooperative
effort."
There were
five $100
prizes, including Best
Director, which
went to Nathan
Town from
Brandon, Man.
for Surprise
Visit. Graham
Udedec won for
Best Film under
18, and
photo by Peter Vesuwall a Torontonian
t t to right: indsay Hamel, James Swirsky, and Michelle Kuly.
David Eng's
Rising Star won
Best Actor, and
to 12. by a judging panel,
Kevin Nikkei from Winnipeg
also received second place in
which included Cheryl
says he's shocked at how well
the People's Choice category.
Binning from the Winnipeg
his short animation, Dial "M"
Best Screenplay and Best Film
Free Press, Pat St. Germain
for Monster, has done, considfrom Manitoba went to
from the Winnipeg Sun, and
ering it's only 56 seconds in
Cameron Hicks from Souris,
James Borsa from Rogers
length.
Manitoba for Edward's Dog.
Video.
"I'm surprised that the film

Award went to Michelle Kuly
and her filmmaking team from
Winnipeg for the film fannie
Banaie Goes on a Martini
Bender.

"We're really just excited
about $1,000 because we've
been hoping to put another
film together with some proper funding instead of footing
the bill for all the martinis
ourselves," says Kuly. "it's kind
of an idea we're hoping to pull
into something more... it came
about as a series of short little
films about this girl, her life
and her misadventures."
The film was co-produced by
Kuly and Lindsay Hamel, written by Sarah Sarsfield and
directed, shot and edited by
James Swirsky.
"This is something that
we've all wanted to do for a
long time and to see our first
project come together and win
an award is pretty exciting,
especially nationally," Kuly
says.
NSI National Exposure - formerly Local Exposure - has
been running in Winnipeg for
a number of years, and 2004
saw it become open to filmmakers from across the country.

Winnipeg gets lucky thanks to Yates
Locally-shot Seven Times Lucky premieres at FilmExchange
by Sabrina Carnevale

demonstrates a complete

understanding for classic, noir
screenwriting.
ilm noir is characterized
"When I began writing the
by low-key lighting, desoscript,
I was reading tons of
' late, urban surroundings,
crime
novels
and I was on an
and corrupt, cynical characters.
extended stay in the Bahamas,"
It's also what sets the tone for
he explains. "In my subconGary Yates' first feature film,
scious, there was a life of the
Seven Times Lucky, which made
criminal mind that had been
its Canadian premiere at the
suppressing... luckily, I was able
NSI FilmExchange Canadian
to
express it artistically rather
Film Festival.
than robbing a convenience
"When it came to actually
store."
shooting and designing the
Shot entirely in snow-bound
film, it's a bit of an homage to
Winnipeg, the city ends up
'40s film noir cinematograproviding its own rich characphy," Yates says. "The backter,
complete with composer
lighting, the strong key lightGlenn
Buhr's Yuletide-accented
ing - it's taken right out of the
soundtrack and over two dozen
1940s."
Winnipeg actors.
Set in the Christmas
"Winnipeg in this
season, Seven Times
movie is the
Lucky is the story
"Winnipeg
Winnipeg I first
of Harlan (underin this movie is the
laid eyes on
rated Kevin
Winnipeg I first laid
when I came
Pollack), a
eyes on when I came here here years
small-time
years ago. The Exchange
ago," says
con man who
District was
Yates. "The
gets in over
spectacular."
Exchange
his head. He
District was
joins forces
spectacular...
- Seven Times Lucky
with young and
the buildings
director Gary Yates
beautiful Fiona
were
essentially
(New Waterford
crumbling and I
Girl's Liane Balaban)
loved the fact that this
to make that one big score.
was
the
perfect
place to set a
That is, until his fondness for
story
about
a
man
who himself
the young beauty gets in the
is crumbling in all sorts of
way, not to mention a few
ways."
more bumps in the road
Themes flow throughout the
involving funnyman Sonny
film, including use of a 1940s
Uonas Chernick) and hot-temwardrobe, 1970s cars, and
pered Sacco (Aleks Paunovic).
modern ATM machines. The
Yates manages to work a surdichotomy between the past
prising amount of storytelling
and the present is something
into 80 minutes. He also
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photo by Peter Vesuwalla

Director Gary Yates says you must be at least this tall to see his film.

that Yates is quite fond of.
"I like that one of the
themes in the picture is the old
versus the new... we have cell
phones and rotary phones,"
Yates says. "Here is a man
(Pollack) who is living in the
past."
The film had a successful
premiere screening at the
Sundance Film Festival in
January and managed to create
buzz among moviegoers. Yates,
a charming and undeniably
modest gentleman, admits to
not attending the first screening, and with no regrets. He
later confessed to sneaking into

the other screenings.
"We were screening every
other day. The buzz just got
bigger and bigger," he says.
"By the second night, according to Sundance, they had a
record waiting list to get into
the film."
Yates acknowledges the difficulty of making a feature film
and admits to being completely drained after working 16hour days. He also says the
editing process is where real
creativity comes into play.
"About a month into editing,
I had to walk away because I
lost perspective and wasn't sat• !

♦♦

•

4♦

isfied with what I had," he
explains. "But after a few weeks
I went back to it and screened
it alone in a theatre... it then
occurred to me exactly what I
needed to do... so I went back
and attacked it."
While most of Yates' influences for the film are literary,
he was also inspired by one
particular man.
"Every minor character in
this film is named after a character in a Tom Waits song."
Not only is Yates well read;
he also has good taste.

•
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Jesus Christ, box office superstar:
Emotional, artistic,
visually stunning:
thanks, Grandma
by Jean-Marc Prevost
t was my grandma who
finally convinced me to sec
it. She pulled a $20 bill out
of her sock.
"Take this," she insisted. 'I
got it from my purse while
y OU Were in the bathroom., If
you do nothing else for Lent, I
want you to go see this movie.
It will show how much Jesus
really loves us."
I had passed up various
other opportunities to watch
The Passion of the Christ with
friends. 1 had assumed it
would be a grazuliotisly violent
movie with drab, melodramatic, Charlton I lesto , ; type acting -`the kind that I can't
abide. but since my grandma
was so insistent, I promised I
would go and see tt. Happily.
found out my presumptions
were wrong.
Far from melodramatic,
James Caviezel, who plays
Jesus Christ. actually puts a
character to a man who is
often portrayed, on church
walls or in big family Bibles,
with a blank, Impassive look
on his face. Even without reading the English subtitles, I felt
the anguish Jesus was in as
begged his father to "let this
chalice pass." Although the
crucifixion is central to the
movie, director Mel Gibson

I

uses mini-flashbacks from the
days of Jesus' ministry to portray a Jesus who was fun-lovMg and sincere. Caviezel
shows Christ's sense of
humour and humanity.
The controversial scenes of
flogging and crucifixion are
indeed painful and disturbing,
but historically true. Gibson
takes the time to show the
event;as brutally as it was It is
unprecedented for the realism
of the violent depiction, but
it's a natural progression, in
my mind, for the greatest story
ever told to evolve with the
advances of the most popular
storytelling medium.
Gibson also puts a lot effort
into making the film very
emotional and artistic, loading
it with metaphoric visuals that
are sharp and stunning. One
example worth mentioning is
a scene after Jesus has died.
The camera moves to an
extremely high overhead shot
in which we see the scene of
the crucifixion. Mary is kneeling near the cross, and various
Remnan soldiers are lingering
about. Suddenly the scene
becomes blurry, and a drop of Above: Caviezel during a rare, unbloodied moment in The Passion. Right: The Passion has been
water forms on the entire
criticized by some, praised by others, for its graphic depiction of the crucifixion of Jesus.
screen and falls all the way
to initiate the cataclysmic
Entertainment is the biggest
empathize with them. I think
down to the hill below. The
events that follow Christ's
reason of all, but movies also
Gibson is using the medium to
drop lands with an explosion
death.
have the ability to take us
the max in The Passion. He
creating a powerful earthPeople go to see movies for
inside the lives of other peoreally does show how much
quake. Gibson uses a teardrop
different reasons.
ple, to understand them and
Jesus loves us.

Support Groups
For Adults who have OCD
Each meeting is held at the SMD CLEARINGHOUSE
at 825 Sherbrook Street from 7:00 to 9:00 PM
October 28th — Guest Father Fred speaks about Scrupulosity
November 25th — "Eugene" a man suffering with OCD speaks
about his struggle with this disorder and addictions.
2004 Dates: 4th Tuesday of Each Month

For Friends and Family of OCD Sufferers
Each meeting is held at the SMD CLEARINGHOUSE
at 825 Sherbrook Street from 7:30 to 9:30 PM
2003/2004 Dates: 2nd Thursday of Each Month
Obsessive Compulsive Information and Support Centre Inc.
204-825 Sherbrook Street. %Vpg. MB R3A 1M5
ph. 942-3331 fax 772- 6706
www.ocdmanitoba.ca
info @ocdmanitoba.ca

NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
Take Pride in Reading and the Pride Mentor Program

Need:
• Volunteer Readers for K-3 (Jan-Mar 04)
• Volunteer Mascots (Jan-Mar 04)
• Volunteer Mentors for Grades 4 & 5 (April-May 04)
If you are interested you must present a current Criminal
Record and Child Abuse Registry Check
For More Information, Call Tracy at #956-7590 Ext 13

Passion short on spritual interest,
historical accuracy, but keeps on going
by Marc Zienkiewicz

W

as Jesus Christ the
son of God? Who
knows? The only
thing known for sure about
Jesus is the fact that he was a
man. But with the Bible being
as contradictory and ambiguous as it is, the world can
never hope to know any more
than that.
And as hard as Mel Gibson
tries to shed some light on the
life and death of Jesus, his
new film The Passion of the
Christ can't possibly rise to the
occasion. In this brutal depiction of the last 12 hours of
Christ's life, Jesus gets thrown
off a bridge, whipped with
reeds, pummeled with steel
torture devices, poked with
thorns, stoned, and finally
nailed to a cross.
Despite all this gruesome
torture, he never once passes
out or goes into shock. He just
keeps on going. And going.
Just like the Energizer bunny.
Gibson manages to give his
audience a theatrical experience that is as disturbing as it
is unrealistic.
Gibson is operating on the
assumption that most people

who see this film believe that
Jesus was the son of God. For
those who don't, The Passion of
the Christ is nothing more than
two hours of some skinny guy
being tortured. This is horrible
in and of itself, but if the viewer doesn't have any spiritual
interest in Christianity, this
movie will seem like nothing
more than a showcase of how
real movie violence has come
to look in these times of cutting-edge makeup effects.
But credit must be given
where it is due. Jim Caviezel
(The Thin Red Line) does an
excellent job of playing Jesus,
although he's not given much
to work with script-wise.
Except for a few flashback
scenes where he gets to actually display his acting skills, the
film finds Caviezel limited to
intense, silent gazes and loud,
cringe-inducing screams.
Despite this limitation, he
manages to shatter the common portrayal of Christ as softspoken and listless.
What the movie doesn't
shatter is the common portrayal of Christ's crucifixion.
Although Gibson claims to
have consulted religious
"experts" in order to make his

movie as realistic as possible,
he seems to have given in to
stereotype. Rather than showing the crucifixion the way it
probably happened, he shows
it the way it most likely didn't
happen.
The gospels give no details as
to how Jesus was executed;
they simply say he was crucified. He was most likely either
tied to the cross or nailed
through his wrists, as the
human hand would just tear
right through a nail under the
force of gravity. Nor would
Christ have carried the whole
cross like he does in this
movie; historically, people condemned by the Romans carried
only the crossbar, as an actual
cross would be far too heavy
for one man to bear.
Unfortunately, the gospels contradict each other in this
regard.
But historical clarity just isn't
the Bible's strong point, and
neither is it The Passion of the
Christ's. But those who have
unquestioning faith in the
Bible may very well have
unquestioning faith in
Gibson's film.
The world can only wonder
what Jesus would think of that.

MOVIES
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The Passion draws mixed reviews
Unique, but flawed in bloody detail
by Ryan Hladun

S

hould a 20-year-old nonreligious Jew be reviewing
Mel Gibson's The Passion
of the Christ? According to
some, the answer is no. But,
can only gangsters review The
Godfather? The problem with
many reviews of The Passion is
that many writers' beliefs have
clouded their objectivity.
Justifiably so, with the film's
subject matter being as sensitive as it is, but to do this film
the justice that it deserves, it
should only be judged on its
merits, or lack thereof. Many
are quick to forget that not
everyone is familiar with the
stories of the Bible. What that
subject matter isor how it's
represented should be open to
interpretation from the audience.
The Passion of the Christ

graphically depicts the final
12 hours of the life of Jesus
Christ - from his capture after

being betrayed by Judas, to his
judgment by mob rule, to his
grotesque torture and finally
his crucifixion. Rumors about
the violent content in this
film should not be taken
lightly in the least. Lengthy
scenes of the most graphically
realistic, stomach-churning
violence ever created for
screen run throughout the
movie.
As a film, The Passion
should be celebrated for its
artistic beauty, superb acting
(led by a staggering performance from Jim Caviezel as
Jesus Christ), and thoughtprovoking effect. But as much
praise as Gibson deserves for
his efforts, his film unfortunately suffers terribly from
structural shortcomings,
mainly leading to an emotional void of inconclusiveness
when the film is over.
Essential to the audience is
a raw understanding of
Gibson's message of, as the
title says, the passion of Jesus

Christ. It is illustrated in the
perfect storytelling fashion
Gibson is known for, by, for
example, Jesus' triumph over
of the lure of Satan in the
early scenes, and then his
bearing of the inconceivable
torture.
But Gibson fails to provide
adequate background information (aside from a few brief,
seemingly disjointed flashbacks to Jesus' teachings) in
almost assuming the story of
Jesus Christ is universally
known, resulting in an
unclear comprehension of the
point of it all.
The film's structural problems arise after the extremely
disturbing torture of Jesus,
where one is near the point of
shouting at the screen for the
punishment to stop. There is
none of the uplift of emotions
conventional to film, leaving
the unknowing audience wondering what exactly Jesus, the
character on the screen, was
fighting for. It is only at the

Soundtrack a religious experience

John Dehney
The Passion of the Christ

Soundtrack
Sony

T

he soundtrack to Mel Gibson's new
film The Passion of the Christ is bound
to make even the staunchest atheist

eel religious.
Composed entirely by John Debney, this is
a surprisingly epic collection of music. The
composer for fluffy films such as Spy Kids 2
and Bruce Almighty, Debney has concocted
beautiful arrangements highlighted by
chanting that is both haunting and tranceinducing. Gibson himself is credited as one
of the vocalists, and on certain tracks his
smoke-roughened voice comes shining
through.
Through lush instrumentals built on bamboo flutes and something called an "erhu,"
the music evokes feelings in the listener that
are at once dark and disturbing, but strangely uplifting. The opener "The Olive Garden"
sets the tone for what is to come, creeping
in quietly with a simple flute and drum.
"Bearing the Cross" takes charge of the
mood and kicks off the classic story of Jesus'
ordeal, starting a movie in the listener's
mind that they won't soon forget.
- Marc Zienkiewicz

end, when Jesus prays for forgiveness for his naïve oppressors, that we get a small
glimpse of meaning. This ultimately proves for a depressing
end credits and an unsatisfying film.
Perhaps Gibson was trying
to make this film as preachless as possible (which it certainly seemed to be), with it
being dubbed anti-Semitic
before it was even released.
But unfortunately, those good
intentions hurt the overall
scope of the story, and the
film as a whole.
With that said, The Passion
of the Christ is a unique film.
It is hard to love it or hate it,
as opposed to just letting
yourself experience it. It exists
for one reason - to show in
every bloody detail what Jesus
Christ went through during
the final 12 hours of his life.
Take any spiritual meaning
from it you wish after it's over.

RRC chaplain
says Passion
"well done"
by Marc Zienkiewicz
A A Tith Mel Gibson's new film
V V The Passion of die Christ

drawing reactions from religious
authorities around the world, it
seemed only natural to seek an
opinion on the film from a Red
River College chaplain.
Chaplain Mark Humphries
recently saw the movie, and has
a generally positive opinion of it.
"I thought it was well done. It
was very different than I thought
it would be. The Jesus in this
movie wasn't boring,"
Humphries says of Jim Caviezel's
performance as Jesus Christ.
"There's an intensity in the way
Christ is portrayed in this movie.
In other Jesus movies, he just
kind of floats through each
scene."
Although Humphries didn't
find the film's extreme violence
a problem, he did think it was a
little over-the-top, especially the
numerous scenes in which Christ
is whipped by Roman soldiers as
he's carrying the cross.
"(The violence) was almost too
much. Could anyorle really live
through all that? It was very
graphic, very visual. I just kept
thinking 'let him walk already.'
But I suppose it's somewhat true
to how it would have been back
then."
While Humphries acknowledges that there is an element to
the film that could be seen as
anti-Semitic, he didn't see any
intentional anti-Jewish senti
ment on Gibson's part.
Definitely the Jews were portrayed as being manipulative.
(Gibson) has read into it what
the gospels say. I don't think he's
added anything that wasn't historically true," says Humphries, a
non-denominational Christian.
"It's an honest expression of
the Christ story, but not the only
one," Huiripries says. " But if
you're interested in the story,
this is a good way to do it.'

Introducing The

Princess Grill

Breakfast & Lunch Daily Monday to Saturday
Students and faculty order
any platter and receive free
coffee or fountain pop.
(offir excludes breakfast and fund, spends)

&fore ordering show your
Student Card

Eat in or Take out
943-9010
85 Princess St
expires, May .3 ., 2004
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Who will be the next college Idol?
of the day, passed a note to the
judges, suggesting they tone
down their criticism.
"I felt that they were attacking the contestants. I felt they
were going to scare away our
competitors," he says before
being called upon to solve a
technical problem.
Purdy says he knows the
show is all in good fun.
"We're trying not to be too
mean or cutting."
Before he returns to his
duties, knowing I will get a better than imaginable response, I
go for the gold and ask Purdy
what his favourite colour is.
"My favourite colour is neon
orange."
The contest
RRCtv Idol started as an
attempt to promote RRCtv.
"We were trying to think of a
creative way to market the
show - we sort of jumped on
the Idol bandwagon and went
with it," says Tully.
Two preliminary auditions
were held over the lunch hour
at Red River College's Notre

Dame campus and Princess
Street campus on Mar. 3 and 5,
respectively.
am strong. Stronger
Both tryouts drew over a
than a panda," says
dozen singers each. Anyone
RRCtv Idol judge
who participated was invited to
Damian Purdy in an interview
the Princess Street campus TV
during the taping of the finals.
Studio for the finals on
"Gravity. It's the most powerSaturday, Mar. 6. Eight people
ful force in the universe - other
showed up.
than love," he answers when
"We're happy with the
asked what people, events and
turnout for the most part,"
things have had the greatest
says Tully. "Especially since it's
impact on his life.
bad
timing with people writing
Purdy, who moonlights as a
exams, and it's our first time,
second-year creative communiso you never know how it's
cations student, RRCtv's execugoing to turn out."
tive producer Dean Cooper,
Tully says the RRCtv Idol
and first-year creative commufinals
will air in April, at a date
nications student Bree Marks
yet
to
be determined, in conmake up the panel of judges
junction with the final episode
selected by the show's producof RRCtv, on which the winner
er, Jarrod Tully.
will
have the opportunity to
"We handpicked people to
host
their very own segment.
represent a diversity of personThe finals
alities," says Tully. "People who
Back at the contest, Jeanwould be able to give both posMarc
Prevost, who made it into
itive and negative feedback. It
the final six of RRCtv Idol
seems to be more negative
finals with his rendition of
today, but that's the way it
"Unchained Melody," is first to
goes," says Tully, who, after
take the stage.
only the second performance
Introducing
his selection
for his last
stab at college-Idol
fame, Prevost
says he
noticed how
much the
judges were
enjoying the
country
music. After
belting out
Lonestar's
"Amazed," he
waits for the
verdict.
"Jean-Marc,
I'm amazed
by you - for
all the wrong
reasons," says
Which one of these finalists will be the first RRCTV Idol?
Purdy, sug-

by Ruth Shead

ii /

summer
session

Idol judges Dean Cooper, Bree Marks and Damian Purdy.
gesting, like any good Idol
judge would, that in the finals
the bar must be raised.
"Criticism is getting a little
tougher and the competition is
getting narrower and narrower," said the show's host,
Kristin Marand, before passing
the mic off to the remaining
five finalists.
Judging the judges
Backstage (if you can call the
TV Studio control room backstage), Prevost agrees to share
his comments on the day's
judging.
"I think they're taking it
more seriously than I thought
they were going to be," he
says. "Their toughest job is saying anything harsh about anyone because we had eight good
singers."
I think they're probably
looking for someone who's got
a lot of personality because
they (the winner) need to
make a segment on RRCtv."
Technical difficulties
As Prevost and I talk, suddenly the karaoke machine
fails to perform, leaving digital
multi-media technology student Sarah Sabatini without
lyrics or music to sing Norah
Jones' "Come Away With Me."
The judges abandon their
table, and Prevost sneaks back
into the main studio area and
makes himself comfortable in
one of the chairs. He later confesses to suffer from judge
envy.
"Being a contestant, I'd kind
of like to see myself so I can be
critical of myself. Maybe it's
just because I love music so
much. I like being able to ana-

lyze it."
The show must go on
Eventually RRCtv's technical
team sorts out the difficulties,
and with some rearranging and
improvisation the contest continues.
Sabatini finally gets to sing,
only she goes with an
unplanned a cappella version
of Brian Adams' "Heaven,"
which shut the Cowell out of
the judges' table, and brought
out the Abdul.
"It took me back to my days
in the '80s," says Cooper, lending insight into his "diverse
personality."
"It's refreshing to hear a
woman sing this song. And
you look happy. That make me
happy," says Marks, following
suit.
"You'll make a lot of money
if you're not the RRCtv Idol,
but the runner up," says Purdy.
The winners
SPOILER ALERT: What follows announces the winners of
RRCtv Idol, which doesn't air
until April.
So who had the pizzazz, the
chutzpa, the X-factor the
judges were looking for in the
first-ever RRCtv idol?
Sabatini placed third, following runner-up Janelle-Marie
Emond, who studies early
childhood development.
Laurey Miller, a nursing student, is the RRCtv Idol, and
will appear with her own segment on the next episode of
RRCtv.
"I'm excited. I didn't even
know that was part of the
prize," said Miller.
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Plan to attend the U of M's
Summer Session 2004
Pick up your copy of the Summer Session
Calendar at Counselling Services, or call
(204) 474-7018 to order a copy.
The Schedule of Courses is
also available at

UNIVERSITY

umanitoba.ca/summer
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Lindsay Nakonechny and Hector Giron give what judge
Damian Purdy calls the "most intelligent" performance of
the day.
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Gimme a "C" for "cheerleaders"
RRC student among hopefuls at Blue Lighning Dance Team boot camp
by Chantal Desjardins
fter the promotion of
Brendan Taman to GM
of the Winnipeg Blue
Bombers, it would be hard not
to notice the changes brewing
around the stadium these days.
But with the start of the football season only a few short
months away, the cheerleaders
are also looking to change
things around in order to kick
it up a notch this season.
Dena Clark and Tina
Zebinski are entering their second year as coaches of the Blue
Lightning Dance Team. They
wanted to find a way to separate the men from the boys, so
to speak, at this year's tryouts.
For any girls that made it to
the final round of cuts, this
translated into going through
three more days of hell: that is
to say, Boot Camp.
"During our auditions
process last year, Tina and I
were new coaches, just sort of
feeling out how it all works,"
Clark says. "Now with a year
photo by Trevor Kuna
under our belts, we decided
RRC student Shauna Jurczak, one of more than 70 hopefuls who tried out for the Blue Lightning Dance Team.
that having implemented Boot
Camp as part of the audition
process would help us deterprobably break in half. I think
commitments.
middle of the pack will earn a
but will still be expected to
mine who's dedicated, who's
people
should
come
and
watch
"If they aren't doing the
zero, and the ones who are
help out the team by selling
going to be here."
the games and see what we're
required number of promoconsistently late or have a
posters and interacting with
More than 70 girls came to
tional hours, if they're attendpoor attitude will end up with
the crowd. Clark hopes that a
the first day of tryouts, with 20 really about."
Clark finds that the camp is
ing late to practices or games,
a score of -1.
little bit of friendly competicut right off the bat. After
also a great way for the girls to how do you punish the ladies,
In past years, once a girl
tion will help keep the girls on
intense dance auditions in
bond together and encourage
given they're volunteers?" asks made the team, she would
their toes.
front of a panel of judges, and
Clark. "At the end of the year,
automatically be allowed to
"It's them competing against
intimidating one-on-one inter- one another.
"As much as
dance at every game.
each other for spots," Clark
views, only 40 girls made it to
we're a dance
"We've been working three hours a
But based on the
says. "We're really hoping that
Boot Camp. Personal trainer
team, we're
above point system,
it keeps the team running a litShelly Paton led the dancers
night,
dripping
sweat,
working
like
you
also cheerthe six girls with the tle better, and makes sure that
through three days of intense
couldn't imagine. I think people should
leaders,"
lowest number of
everyone knows exactly where
workouts that included
Clark
says.
come
and watch the games and see what
points will be
they stand all the time."
weights, stairs and pushups.
"So if they
moved to a new
Jurczak says that if she
The final 10 cuts will be made
we're really about."
can't make it
"practice squad."
makes the team, it will be a
based on Paton's camp.
through this
"The reward
definite challenge to balance
Twenty-two-year-old Red
and motivate
- Blue Lightning hopeful Shauna Jurczak
throughout the year school with all of the requireRiver College student Shauna
each other, we're
is actually being able to ments of a Blue Lightning
Jurczak is confident she'll
going to find out
dance," reasons Clark.
dancer.
make the team. As one of the
pretty quick who's out the
we can't just scold the ladies
"We incorporated this system
"Yeah, I have an ulcer. I'm
coaches of the University of
for not keeping up with the
where we had 24 women who
not even kidding," says
Winnipeg Cheerleading squad, door."
The cheerleading squad is
pace."
are allowed to be on the field
Jurczak, a first year creative
she feels Boot Camp is a great
made
up completely of volunAfter careful consideration,
for each game. At any given
communications student. "But
way to challenge the stereoteers, and they are expected to
the two coaches devised a
game, if you're late for practhis is sort of like my stress
types that typically surround
donate thousands of hours to
point system for the girls,
tices, if you're not keeping up
relief, because when I'm at
cheerleaders.
practices, games and commubased on an idea taken from
the dances or in you're not
school, it's always the same
"We've been working three
nity events during the season.
Taman and Coach Ritchie. The attending promotions, you can thing with the same people.
hours a night, dripping sweat,
Clark found that a major chalgirls who attend promotions, be dropped down to the pracYou're in there for like eight
working like you couldn't
lenge last year was finding
are always on time and have a tice squad."
hours a day, and then I get to
imagine," says Jurczak. "If just
ways to reprimand those who
positive attitude will receive a
The practice squad won't be
a regular person off the street
come here and dance all my
weren't fulfilling their time
rating of +1. The girls in the
allowed to dance on game day, worries away."
came and tried to do it, they'd
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Curling: as Canadian as beavers drinking beer
by Matt Packwood
ou don't have to worry
about other nations
developing new stereotypes about Canadians.
Hockey, beer, and curling will
always have a place in
Canadian culture.
Both professional and amateur curlers in Canada feel that
the last of these is in good
hands.
This Canadian classic has
been developed into a stereotype for all of us, and some are
happy with that. The secret of
making sure that the future of
this sport remains dominated
by Canadians is simple.
There are many factors that
curlers feel will keep the game
a way of life for countless
Canadians, but the most common of these is to encourage
young curlers to stay actively
involved in the game.
"Things are looking great for
curling in both Manitoba and
all of Canada," says 1996
world champion Jeff
Stoughton. "We are going
down the right path, we just
need to keep kids that are
already curling competitive.
We have great programs in
place already in the way of
camps, but our junior programs need to stay active."
Stoughton, a two-time men's
Canadian champion, knows
that the way for Canadians to
stay successful in the curling
world is to make sure that
curlers age 18-28 continue
curling.
"Many junior curlers go to
college or university and have
trouble finding time to curl
after that," says Stoughton.
"Those are the curlers that
hold the future of this sport.
They will be the future cream
of the crop."
One Red River College student falls into that category.

y

photo by Ruth Shead

Curling at the Forks. A Winnipeg tradition since... oh, at least last year.

Bryce J. McEwen, a 23-yearold first-year creative communications student, has been
curling for over 10 years, and
is now starting to take part in
bonspiels that will put him up
against curling's best. Even
with a hectic school schedule,
he still finds time to take part
in the game that is his passion.
"I've pretty much always
curled," says McEwen. "A lot
of young curlers get discouraged. You have to be dedicated
to fit it around your schedule

with school and work, but I
always curl as much as possible."
McEwen also says the cost of
tournaments has a lot to do
with young curlers getting discouraged too.
"A lot of young curlers
expect to enter bonspiels and
win money immediately, but
you have to get good first. On
average, curlers begin to make
money from it after their third
or fourth year. Until then you
can expect to take losses," he

says.
To avoid this problem,
curlers often look to sponsors
for financial support to cover
costs such as travel, tournament fees, and of course, the
curling "night life."
"There are all kinds of sponsor for curlers," says McEwen.
"It's pretty easy to get sponsorship, though. It is just a matter
of finding someone who is
actually willing to give you
money. Even Junior Provincial
curlers get sponsors."
Don't worry though; the
after party component of the

expenditures doesn't really
apply to the Junior events.
These future Stoughtons are
the ones that will be carrying
on the legacy of World
Champion curlers from
Canada. They will be the ones
that will keep curling nipping
at the heels of hockey in terms
of media coverage. They will
also be the ones responsible for
making sure that Canada's
most important stereotype
lives on.

Doom, gloom, and the NHL CBA
- by Ryan Hladun
ast Sunday's all-star game
in Minnesota marked the
halfway point in a so far
invigorating season that was
sadly overshadowed by all the
talk of potential breakdown in
the NHL.
Now, I'm not too great at
begging, but here goes...
NHL commissioner Bettman,
NHLPA executive director
Goodenow, please, please,
please, for the sake of hockey,
the game we all love and grew
up with, agree on SOMETHING, damn it! Don't let the
NHL crumble under your egos.
Gone would be the days of
truly inspiring stories like earlier this year when the usually
dismal Atlanta Thrashers, running only on emotions after
the tragic death of their player
Dan Snyder, catapulted to the
top of the Southeast Division
for the first two months of the
season. They had reached no
better than third since they
entered the league in 1999.
And Canada's squads are just
getting warmed up. Toronto,

L

Ottawa and Vancouver are all
powerhouse teams, and
Calgary is finally getting some
solid direction from coach
Sutter. Not to mention that
Montreal's Jose Theodore is
once again his MVP-like self.
Canada's best shot at sipping
from Lord Stanley's cup is now
- but only if there is a season
to do so in.
Plus, look, scoring has been
up.
So far this season it's been
rare to find a night without a
game notching eight or more
goals. I'm not talking about
being back in the glory days of
Wayne and Mario, but wow,
are guys like Ilya Kovalchuk
and Peter Forsberg ever fun to
watch. Whoever says hockey
isn't exciting should be shot.
Screw ABC and its ratings.
Where would we be without
Jeremy Roenick's diatribes on
the referees? And watching Eric
Lindros fall on his ass again?
What about anticipating
Colorado general manager
Pierre Lacroix's next big money
acquisition because he thinks
having seven all-star players

isn't
enough?
Hockey is
better than
a soap
opera if the
"Goalies of
Detroit"
saga is any
indication the one
about the
two multimillion dollar goalies
sharing one
net. Poor
Curtis
Joseph. He
was comfy
in his No. 1
spot in the Without the NHL, where will we go to see guys pummel the crap out of each
Motor City. other? Fans are urged to cherish the National Hockey League while it's here.
But a 4-0
to hold $15 million in two
it. Ignore the talks of gloom
series loss to Anaheim in last
salaries on his payroll. He'd
and doom and be entertained
year's playoffs didn't impress
sure like to get rid of one, if
by the greatest game on earth.
six-time Vezina Trophy winner
only the potential work stopAnd to the leaders of both
Dominik Hasek, who decided
page wasn't scaring teams from sides, the owners and the
to end his brief retirement to
paying a large price tag.
NHLPA, when you do actually
return to the team he won a
Hockey fans, I urge you to
come to an agreement, I hope
Stanley Cup with. But the
cherish the remaining months
you will have the sense to keep
tough job is really Detroit GM
of this, what may be the final
the fans in mind.
Ken Holland's, who continues
season of the NHL as we know
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Don't count out the Jays... entirely... yet
by Chad Scarsbrook
midst the spending
sprees of the New York
Yankees, Baltimore
Orioles, and Boston Red Sox,
the Toronto Blue Jays quietly
addressed their problem areas
and are set to compete in the
American League East.
The Yankees opened their
wallets during the off-season
and acquired veteran, proven
pitchers to offset the loss of
Roger Clemens and Andy
Pettitte. The Bronx Bombers
picked up starters Kevin Brown
and Javier Vazquez as well as
reliever Tom Gordon, spending
a total of over $23 million on
them for the upcoming season.

A

The Red Sox added pitchers
Curt Schilling and Keith
Foulke and will pay them a
combined $19 million. The
Orioles signed 2002 AL MVP
Miguel Tejada and last year's
best-hitting catcher, Javy
Lopez, in the off-season, and
will pay them a combined $14
million, signing bonuses
included.
The Blue Jays also tackled
their pitching woes in the offseason, acquiring starters
Miguel Batista (who pitched
eight scoreless innings helping
the Arizona Diamondbacks
win the World Series over the
Yankees in 2001), Pat Hentgen
(who returns to the scene of
his greatest career accomplish-

ments including two World
Series championships in 1992
and 1993), and Ted Lilly (who
has also had playoff experience
in past years with the Yankees
and Oakland A's). The difference is the Blue Jays will be
paying only $9 million for all
three players next year.
Admittedly, the Blue Jays
pitchers are not in the same
league as the Yankee pitchers,
but if they're able to keep
Toronto in the games, they
will do just fine. Last year, the
Blue Jays squandered 18 leads
thanks to a shaky bullpen.
With the additions of Terry
Adams, Kerry Ligtenberg, and
Justin Speier to the Jays' pen,
expect less catastrophe in the

late innings in 2004. If the
Blue Jays had won those 18
games last year when they
were ahead, they would have
won 104 games and finished
AL East champions.
Last year, the Blue Jays
proved they were a team to be
reckoned with, scoring the second most runs in the American
League and posting the second
best average. There's no question all-stars Carlos Delgado
and Vernon Wells will once
again turn in stellar seasons.
And youngsters Eric Hinske,
Josh Phelps, and Reed Johnson
are just getting started at the
major league level. This team
can hit. Maybe they're not in
the same league as the stacked

Yankees and Red Sox teams,
but they're good enough to
keep themselves in games.
Now, don't get me wrong. I
don't think the Blue Jays will
secure a playoff berth this year.
I think the Red Sox will win
the AL East and the Yankees
will win a wild card berth. I do
believe that the Jays have a
chance, though. They kept up
with the Yankees and Red Sox
for much of last year before
fading after the all-star break.
If they continue to hit the way
they did last year and their
pitching improves significantly
over last year (as it should), the
Jays will be playing meaningful
games in Spetember.

NHL not exciting? Sez who?
by Rick Scherger
he National Hockey
- League's problems have
been well documented.
Sports reporters seem to think
there's some deep crisis when
it comes to Canada's winter
sport, and it's impossible to
open a newspaper without
being told of the countless
ways to improve the league.
But there are several misperceptions that the media in
Canada would like fans of the
sport to believe, the biggest
being that the NHL isn't exciting any more.
When did scoring become
equated with excitement?
Goals are great; they are the
reason we watch, right? But
can't a game be exciting if
there are great chances with
outstanding goaltending or
defensive play? Would you
rather watch a 9-2 blowout or
a 2-1 nail biter with tons of
chances? Large scores do not
always represent excitement.
I wonder which games these
people are watching. Did they
not come across the
Flyers/Senators battle early in
the month? How about the

T

Canucks/Avs battle that almost
ended in a battle between two
very respected NHL coaches?
There are boring games out
there, but there always have
been. Do people forget what it
was like to cheer for the
Winnipeg Jets in the early
'80s? There were numerous
games between the Jets and
Capitals, for instance, which
would not be classified as classics.
How many times has the
media said that the NHL is
"watered down?" If sports people are comparing the league
now to how it was in its supposed prime, there are more
skilled players now than there
ever were. The league is no
more watered down than it
was in its prime. Anyone
remember who played on the
'83-'84 Penguins (58 losses), or
the '78-'79 Rockies (53 losses)?
How about '73-'74 Golden
Seals (55 losses)?
Also, if you go into the NHL
encyclopedia, you could come
up with a list as long as a
hockey rink of players who
would not make the cut in
today's NHL. All you have to
do is watch some of the play-

ers who have passed through
choose from than ever before.
the Manitoba Moose dressing
Instead of pointing out the
room to understand that there
problems all the time, media
are many skilled skaters toiling should focus their attention on
outside of the major league.
the positives of the game. At
Expansion to the southern
least five Canadian teams
States is another concern.
should make the playoffs. An
Without the money generated
undrafted, once released, short
by the-expansion fees to
allow these clubs into
the league, there may
Did you know there is a new
be teams that would
Christian Chaplain at the
have been in trouble
Princess campus?
quite some time ago.
Mark
Humphries is available
The New Jersey
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 9am-4pm
Devils, last year's
to be a spiritual support for
Stanley Cup champions,
students and staff. Room P2-13,
are 26th in the league
in attendance. Teams in
ph 949-8479 or web site
Chicago, New York and
www.thedailychaplain.blogsot.com
Boston are in the bottom third of the league
when it comes to fans
coming out to games.
It's time the media
stopped taking shots at
Job Opportunity
expansion. Since the
Student
Works Painting
league grew to 22 teams
Full-time summer jobs.
with the addition of San
Jose in 1991-92, players
$7.00 - $14.00 per hour.
from Soviet blocked
A chance to work outdoors
nations have come
with other students.
across in droves to play
Apply now, call 299-5308
here. There is a much
larger pool of players to

guy (Martin St. Louis) could
win the scoring title. Up to
eleven teams are bona fide cup
contenders.
Next time you watch a
game, remember: you might
not have the option next year.

Education's purpose is to
replace an empty mind
with an open one.
Malcohn Forbes
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